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PRESIDENT'S REPORT

Dear Good Friends:
The purposes of our organization are
woah emphasizing as it now is my
privilege to become your President: ''To
protect and insure by rule of law those individual rights guaranteed by the Texas
anti Federal Constitutions in criminal
cases: to resist the constant efforts which
ark being made to curtail these rights; to
encourage cooperation between lawyers
engaged in the furtherance of these objectives through educational programs and
other assistance; and through this cooperation, education and assistance to promote
justice and the common good."
Since theinception of TCDLA in 1971,
we have come a long way toward fulfdling these purposes. We have still a long
tough mad ahead of us. The "Exclusion-

ary Rule" is reeling on the ropes; the
Fourth, FiRh and Sixth Amenhefits are
under constant danger of being washed
away; the Eighth Amendment is beginning
to look a bit pale. This is not to mention
the "Attorney-Client Privilege'' and the
timehonored "Husband-Wife Privilege."
How many of us thought just a very few
years ago that we lawyers would ever be
subpoenaed before any Grand Jury, State
or Federal, to twtify about "things" concerning our clients; what they told us: what
we learned during our representation of
the& Are we in danger of being indicted
ourselves for some sort of "obstruction of
justice" when we advise our clients insome
manner distasteful to the prosecution (such
as advising someone to stand on their Fifth
Amendment rights against "self-incrimha-

tion93?We must take heed. We must NOT
say, "Oh, it can't happen here. This is
America; this is Texas!" So, we must exert an even stronger 'VOICE FOR THE
DEFENSE."
As your new President, I ask for your
help; for your adviceand counse1: for your
cooperation and support. TCDLA is the
organization the closest to my heart; the
organization that has my all-out dedication
this coming year. Ipledge this to allofyou.
Thank you for your contidence; for your
friendship.
Sincerely,
CHARLES D. BUTTS
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Editor's Corner
We have been hearing some very favorable comments about what you think of
THE VOICE.
We hope it is anasset to your
law practice (or "judge" practice as the case
may be).
If you like what you are reading, it is
because of the substantial efforts of our
contributing columnists and those who
have sent in articles. We thii it would be
very appropriate to recognize our "regular columnists" for their outstanding
contributions:
7Y1eAdvocnte: Carolyn Garcia
DWI Practice Gems: Gary Trichter
Efhics Notes: Professor Walter W.
Steele, Jr., Jack Zimerman, and Jan
Hemphill
Evidence-Clarify & Vitality: Geoffrey
FitzGerald
Federal Corner: F.R. "Buck" Files
Forensic Science: Pat Donley
From the Inside Out: Bill Habern
In and Around Texas: John Boston
T h e Znvesfigator: Jack Murray
The Last Word: Ray Moses and Jack
Strickland
7he &gislarive Repom Dane Whitworth
New Publications: Don Adams
Pending Petitions for Discretionnry
Review: John Jasnta
View fron the Bench: Judge Sam
Houston Clinton, Justice Shirley Butts,
Judge Larry Gist and Judge Mary Bacon
July Selection: The VoiceListens: Cathy
Bennett, Jeffrey Smith and Robert
Hirschhorn.
Our Past President, Knox Jones, went
out of his way to put together apresident's
report each and every month. Catherine
Greene Burnett, Editor of the Significant
Decisions Report, and her Associate Editors, Bill Glaspy, Walter C. Prentice, and
R.K. Weaver, spent hundreds of hours
reading and summarizing appellate opinions for inclusion in our magazine.
To each and every one of these individuals we express our deepest appreciation.
From a number of conversations with
Knox Jones, I know that he bas always
shared a deep concern about the plight or
potential plight of criminal defense attorneys in a number of areas, starting with
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the ahuse of the subpoena process. It was
in this vein th4t Knox created the Lawyer's
Assistance Committee. The names and addresses of the members of that committee
were printed and reprinted in every issue
at Knox's instructions because of the high
priority that he placed on serving the
membership.
Charles Butts, our new President, intends to continue this service and therefore
the committee membership will likewise
continue to appear in the Voice. Interestingly, Mr. Butts also expressed some concern about our public image within the
connnnnity and the necessity of putting out
a substantial effort in educating the public
as to our point of view.
I, for one, have seen a number of hroadcasts on television in which criminal
defense attorneys were interviewed. Unfortunately, many expressed total arrogance or complete indifference. In short,
the PR effect was miserable. Recently,
Gerry Spence and "Racehorse" Haynes
were interviewed by Ted Koppel on
"Nightline" about the use of experts to assist in the selection of a juty. Both of them
bad a remarkable ability of persuading the
interviewer as well as the viewing public
as to their respective points of view. The
PR effect was extremely favorable.
Stan Brown, Chairman of the publicity/
public relations committee, is likewise concerned about reaching out into the community and relating to the public the true
functions of the criminal defense bar. Prior
to speaking to any group, Stan distributes
an opinion poll which concerns the Fourth,
Fifth, S i and Seventh Amendments contained in the Bill of Rights, without reference to the Bill of Rights. He notes that
about fifty percent of the high school students approved those provisions of the Bii
of Rights bearing on the rights of the accused whereas sixty percent of the college
students approved. It was his experience
that very few, if any, of the seventeen to
twenty-two-year-olds had the vaguest notion of the role of the criminal lawyer in
society, much less any understanding or
appreciation of tbe importance of the individual liberties guaranteed by the BiU of

Kerry P. FitzGerald

Rights. It is For that reason that he began
his talk by referring to certain portions of
President Knox Jones' report in the August
1986 issue of the Voice, e.g., "his (criminal defense lawyers) is the only function
that ultimately stands between the individual and the abuse of government power."
The following four questions comprise
the "poll":
In your opinion, should we have
laws such as the following?
1. The right of the people to be secore in their persons, houses,
papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures,
shaU not be violated, and no Warrants shall issue, but upon probable
cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the
place to he searched, and the persons
or things to be seized.

2.No person shall beheld to answer
for a cap~tal,or otherwise infamous
crime, unless on a presentment or indictment of a Grand Jury, except in
cases arising in the land or naval
forces, or in the Militia, when in actual service in time of War or public danger; nor shall any person be
subject for the same offense to he
twice put injwpardy of life or limb;

nor shall be compelled in any criminal case to he a witness against himself, nor be deprived of life, liberty,
or property, without due process of
law; nor shall private property he
taken for public use, without just
compensation.

3. In all criminal prosecutions, the
accused shall enjoy the right to a
speedy and public trial, by an impartial jury of the State and district
wherein the crime shall have been
committed, which district shall have
been previously ascertained by law,
and to be iuformed of the nature and
cause of the accusation; to he confronted with the witnesses against
him; to have compulsory process for
obtaining witnesses in his favor, and
to have the Assistance of Counsel for
his defense.

4. Excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines imposed,
nor cruel and unusual punishments
inflicted.

The following is the text of Stan Brown's
presentation to community groups:
"Lawyers who represent persons accused
of criminal offenses are, from time to time,
asked by someone 'How can you represent
some sorry so and so who would do something like that? Too many times we have
responded with something such as 'I have
to make a living like everyone else,' 'it's
my job,'or 'I'm being paid good money to
do it.' While those answers may be accurate as far as they go, most of us have
failed in making the general public aware
of our commitment to the defense and
preservation of the basic principles on
which this country was founded.
'Those of us in Texas who consider ourselves criminal defense lawyers are fortunate in tbat we have a very active
statewide organization comprised of approximately 1200 practicing criminal
lawyers-TCDLA. The more accurate,
thoughtful and serious answer to the question, 'How can you represent such a per-

son?' is probably best stated in our bylaws
under the heading 'Purposes':

. ment prohibits the setting of bail in an ex-

cessive amount and the assessing of cruel
and unusual punishment; and the Fourteenth Amendment provides that we are all
To protect and insure by rule of law
entitled to equal protection of the law and
those individuals rights guaranteed
that government cannot deprive any person
by the Texas and Federal Constituof life or liberty except by due process of
tions in criminal cases; to resist the
law, which means that our criminal justice
constant efforts which are being
system must operate under standard existmade to curtail these rights; to ening procedural rules designed to insure
courage cooperation between lawfundamental fairness-designed insofar as
yers engaged in the Furtherance of
possible to insure that a person who has
these objectives through educational
not consciously engaged in prohibited conprograms and other assistance; and
duct is not convicted in the event be is acthrough this cooperation, education
cused. Due process of law is the very
and assistance to promote justice and
cornerstone of that notion in our society
the common good.
that it is better that ten guilty persons go
"As seen, we are deeply and unalterably free than to convict one innocent person.
'That notion, in fact, can he said to be
committed to the proposition that when the
constitutional rights of even the most offen- the underlying basis of all of our constitusive and despicable people among us are tional freedoms that we have discussed.
violated, those freedoms as they apply to The law in every state mandates tbat any
person accused of a criminal offenseis preall of us are diminished.
"Thus, by way of example: even a Com- sumed to be innocent unless that presumpmunist or member of the Ku Klux Klan, tion is overcome by competent evidence
at least in this country, has a right under proving guilt beyond a reasonable doubt
the First Amendment to publically express and the prosecution bas the burden of provviews which are probably repulsive to most ing everything alleged against an individual
of us; a drug dealer has the right to be free beyond a reasonable doubt in order to obfrom unreasonable searches and seizures tain a conviction.
'The bottom line then, as to the role and
under the Fourth Amendment; not even a
known member of organized crime can be duty of a criminal defense lawyer, is that
compelled to testify against himself under we must constantly strive to insure that no
the Fifth Amendment, which also means one is ever convicted of an offense except
that a confession taken from an accused by proof beyond a reasonable doubt of all
cannot he used in his trial if a court of law allegations against that person and that
determines that the circumstances sur- such proof only be made in accordance
rounding the taking of the confession with established, fundamentally fair and
render it involuntaiy, and further provides constitutional procedural rules. I realize
that once the prosecution has tried and that strict compliance with our basic laws
failed to obtain a conviction of an indivi- in the criminal justice system will, occadual, they are prohibited from trying again sionally, allow an accused to go free on
by reason of double jeopardy; the Sixth the basis of what newspaper editors enjoy
Amendment guarantees the right of any ac- calling 'legal technicalities.'
"More than thirty years ago, former
cused to a trial by jury, that he be informed
of the nature of the accusation against him, Chief Justice Jack Pope of the Texas
for example, by requiring a certain amount Supreme Court had this to say about soof specificity in the allegations contained called technicalities: 'A technicality too frein a grand jury indictment, that he bas an quently upon inspection turns out to be
absolute right in trial to confront his ac- nothing more than a clear, certain, posicusers in order to cross-examine them so tive and unequivocal rule that stands in the
that the accuracy of their testimony can be way of the complaining part-The United
fairly tested, the right to present favorable States Constitution is a galaxy of legal
testimony and every person accused of an technicalities. They have been collected
offense for which some sort of incarcera- and embodied in the supreme law of the
tion is a possibility has an absolute right land so they may be preserved from the
to the effective assistance of a reasonably
competent attorney; the Eighth AmendSummer 1987 I VOICE for the Defense 5
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The 13th Advanced Criminal Law Course Dallas
by Richard Alan Anderson

Last August, immediately after the 1986
Criminal Law Course, the Search Committee for the State Bar of Texas startedlooking for a Course Director for lucky number
13. I was privileged to be selected. Our
planning committee then met and put in
place this year's course.
The 13th Annual Advanced Criminal
Law Course, which will be held from August 3 thm 7 at the Fairmant Hotel in Dallas, Texas, promises to have innovative
new approaches while carrying on the
traditional quality of product that has been
the hallmark of this course in the past.
While the full lineup of the program is
printed gelow, there are areas of specific
interest that deserve emphasizing which
make this course a unique one.
Steve Capelle, Executive Director of the
Texas District and County Attorneys Association, and now a once and future Federal Magistrate for the Austin alea, will
give an annual update on what the Texas
Legislature has wrought in the area of
criminal law. With the Mayor's TaskForce
having completed steaming full speed
ahead, and with the spector of some criminal legislation coming out of the special
session, this talk w~llbe timely and important.
Later that afternoon, Gerry Goldstein focuses on the timely topic of litigating cases
involving multiple defendants, an activity
that is becoming prolific in both State and
Federal Courts.
Tuesday morning, August 4th, the entire morning is devoted to a refresher
course in the new Texas Rules of Criminal Evidence. The lineup that morning is
a must for anyone who has shed the timerity and wishes to enter State courtrooms to
try criminal cases under the New Rules.
On Wednesday, August Sth, from midmorning till late afternoon, the lineup is
devoted entirely to the Federal law. Alan
Ellis from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, will
be speakmg on the new parole guidelines,
a topic of understanding that is a must for
anyone attempting to advise their cl~ents
of the efficacy of a plea in federal court
6 VOICE for the Defense / Summer 1987
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after November, 1987.
Also of special interest will be the bail
reform aspects, both pre- and postconviction as covered by two speakers,
Judith K. Gfrtlfrie, U S . Magistrate in
Tyler, Texas, and Sidney Pobvell, assistant
U S . Attorney in the Dallas office.
The federal evening will be capped off
with the only time that people in federal
court will be able to see the "light side'' of
federal sentencing, by being entertained by
the Honorable Jerry Blrcl~nfeyer,Judge,
U S . District Court, Northern District of
Texas.
On Thursday, August 6th, Professor
Walter Steele slam dunks the MCLE ethics
requirement and Jack Zin~rnernfannof
Houston, Texas, speaks on the timely topic
of prosecution suppression of exculpatory
evidence and the methods which he uses
to ferret out that evidence from prosecutors who attempt to hide the ball.
Friday morning rounds out the program
with G a ~ yT?icltter, covering the newest
developments in defending DWI cases and
David Bires speaking upon the new crime
of choice, prosecution of sexual offenses
involving children. Alan Levy, certainly
not least, but certainly last, closes theprogram with his talk on jury selection.
Just on the chance of fulfilling all of your
MCLE requirements through the quality
program the State Bar has put together is

not enough to entice you to Dallas in August, please consider these additional
aspects.
On Monday evening, there is a State Bar
sponsored social which your registration
fee will allow you to imbibe liquor upon
the State Bar of Texas, entitling the participant to a small form of revenge.
Tuesday night, there will be a limited
number of tickets available for the Texas
Rangers v. Boston Red Sox at Arlington
Stadium. The Criminal Justice Section of
the State Bar of Texas is providing round
trip bus service from the Fairmont Hotel
to the game.
On Wednesday night, there will be a
reception honoring Judge Charles Campbell of the Texas Court of Criminal
Appeals.
On Thursday night, there will be an
evening at the West End Market Place with
discount admission and other bennies for
participants in the course. Judge Chuck
Miller of the Court of Criminal Appeals
will be celebrating getting through another
speech by having a party in the West End
Market Place open to theparticipants, and
Jfrdge Ran Chapina~~
of the Criminal District Court in Dallas will also he having a
reception at the West End Market Place
that evening. Shuttle bus service will be
provided from the hotel to the West End
District on a regular basis that entire evening, once again sponsored by the Criminal Justice Section of the State Bar of
Texas.
The facility itself consists of the main
ballroom of the Fairmont Hotel which accommodates approximately 650 participants. There is presently being made
available another room with closed circuit
video if registration exceeds the 650 participants. Special high tech video presentations are hopefully going to be in place
so that the speaker will be clearly visible
to all participants and interaction between
the participants and the speakers can take
place with a minimum amount of iuconvenience.
The Rangers will be in town all that

week and the lure of Six Flags, .Wet-NWild, and Greenville Avenue @WI road
blocks will b e clearly identified for participants) enhance the invitation. I look forward to seeing you in August.
Sunday, August 2

3:00 p.m. Early Registration
6:00 p.m. (Pre-registrantsmay pick up Course
Book).
Monday, August 3 (5.50 hours)

Tuesday, August 4 (5.92 hours)

8:45 a.m.
Preserving tlte Record-Judicial Norice (Article 1, 2 , 11) (.50 hour)
L a m M. Mwre. Fort Woah. Strickland, Lane
9:15 a.m.
Privileges (Anicle 5) (.75 hour)
F.R. "Buck" Files, Jr., Tyler, Bain, Files, Atlen & Caldwell
10:OO a.m. Break
10:20 a.m.
Hearsav & Business Records (Ariicle8, 9, 10)
(.75 hour)
Kent A. Schaffer. Houston. Schaffer, Lambright & Odom
~

8:00 a.m. Registration
8:45 a.m.
Course Director. Richard A. Anderson, Dallas, Attorney &Law
Welconring Remarks
Honorable Larry W.Baraka, Dallas, Judge,
Criminal District Court No. 2
John C. Vance, Ddlas County bistrict Anomey

1:20 p.m.
Federal, Crimes (1.00 hour)
J.A. 'Tony" Canales, Corpus Christi, Canales
& Associates, P.C.
2 2 0 p.m. Break
2 4 0 p.m.
Federal Bail Refonn Acr I,rcludintg Appeals PreConviction ( S O hour)
Judith K. Guthrie, Tyler, U S . Magistrate
3:10 p.m.
Federal Appeal Including Bail Post-Co~wiction
(.75 hour)
Sidney Powell, Dallas, Assistant US. Attorney

~

355 p.m.
Federal Sentencing (.75 hour)
Honorable Jerry L. Buchmeyer, Dallas, Judge,
U S . District Court

10:OO a.m. Break

11:05 a.m.
Witnesses, Opinion Tesrirnony,Relevance (Ar- 440 p.m. Adjourn
ticles 4. 6, 7) (.75 hour)
Thursday, August 6 (5.67 hours)
Jeffrey A. Keamey, Fort Worth, Z~cluy,Kearney, Hill, Beatty & Butcher
9:00 a.m.
11:50 a.m. Lunch
Stale Sentencing ( 7 5 hour)
J.A. "Jim" Bobo, Odessa, Boho & Jordon
1:20 p.m.
Search and Seizure (1.00 hour)
9:45 a.m. Break
JackJ. Rawitscher, Houston, Smith, Schuln~an,
10:lO a.m.
Rawitscher & Carnahan
Grand J~rryPractice (.75 hour)
2 2 0 p.m. Break
Edward A. Mallett, Houston, Mallett, Trichter

10:20 a.m.
Indictments (1.00 hour)
Marvin Collins, Fort Worth, US. Attorney for
Northern District

2:40 p.m.
Confessions (.67 hour)
Honorable Carroll E. Wilhorn, Jr., Anahuac,
Judge, 344th District Court

11:20 a.m.
Jury Znsmrclions (State and Federal) (.75 hour)
Ronald L. Goranson, Dallas, Milner &
Goranson

3:20 p.m.
Deferrses (.75 hour)
Keith E. Jagmin, Dallas, Attorney at Law
4 0 5 p.m.
hrry Argument (.75 hour)
JackV. Strickland, Jr., Fort Worth, Strickland,
Lane & Moore

9:00 a.m.
PE-Trio1 Motion Practice - (State and Federal) (1:W hour)
Terrence W. McDonald, San Antonio, Attornev at Law

1205 p.m. Lunch
1:35 p.m.
Recent Legislarrrre in Criminal Law Area (1.W
hour)
Stephen H. Capelle, Austin, Executive Director of Texas District and County Attorneys Association
2:35 p.m. Break
2 5 5 p.m.
Guilty Pleas (State and Federal) (.75 hour)
Michael P. Heiskell, Fort Worth, Johnson,
Vaughn & Heiskell
3:40 p.m.
Litigatir~gM~rltipleDefendan1 Cases (Stare and
Federal) (1.00 hour)
Gerald H. Goldskin, San Antonio, Goldstein,
Goldstein & Hilley

10:50 a.m.
Ethic and Conteffl~r
hour)
. (1.00
.
Walter W. Steele, Jr., Dallas, Professor of
Law. Southern Methodist University School of
Law
11:50 a.m. Lunch
1:20 p.m.
Recent Decisions (1.00 hour)
Honorable Chuck Miller, Austin, Judge, Court
of Criminal Appeals

4 5 0 p.m. Adjourn
Wednesday, August 5 (6.00 hours)
g:30 a.m,
Enhnncernent (.75 hour)
Catherine G. Burnett, Houston, Attorney at
Law

2 2 0 p.m. Break

9:15 a.m.
State Crimbrnl Appeals (1.00 hour)
Kerry P. FitzGerdd, Dallas, Kerry P. FitzGerald, P.C.

Forfeitures (.75 hour)
Tim Evans. Fort Worth, Evans, Gandy &
Daniel

10:15 a.m. Break

4:45 p.m. Adjourn

10:35 a.m.
Federal Parole Law (.75 hour)
AlanEllis, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Ellis &
Newman

4:45-6:15 p.m. Sponsored Special

11:50 a.m. Lunch

Juvenile ~ a (.75
w hour)
Robert Michael Brown, Lubbock, Brown,
Harding, Fargason & Brown

4:10 p.m.
Prosecurion S~rppressionofE.xcrrlpator)~Evidence (.67 hour)
Jack B. Zimmemann, Houston, Zimmermann
& Lavine
450 p.m. Adjourn
continued on page 34
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The Right to Bail in Texas

-

by Marvin Collins and Candyee Howell

Part I
Introduction
This article covers the right to bail of an
adult in custody in Texas and accused or
convicted of a state criminal offense. The
right to bail is examined before trial, during trial, after conviction, pending revocation of probation, pending revocation of
parole, and pending extradition to another
state for a state crime. The article also
covers standards for setting the amount of
bail required of an accused. Neither procedures for forfertnre of bail, nor the legal
sufficiency of the bond instrument itself
will be discussed.
Bail is security or a promise given on behalf of an accused intended to ensure that
the accused will appear as directed in some
designated pr0ceeding.l There are foui
types of bails in Texas: personal recognizance, personal bond, surety bond, and
cash bond.
Personal recognizance is the release of
a person from custody based upon that person's informal written or oral promise to
appear as directed. The obligation of the
accused to appear upon this type of bond
is moral only, though failure to appear
will probably result in r e a r r e ~ t .A~ personal bond is an accused's personal written promise to appear as directed or forfeit
a sum of money.3 A personal bond does
not require sureties or any other guaranty
of the face amount of the bond.&A surety
bond is a written promise by an accused
to appear as directed or forfeit a sum of
money; this promise includes a written
suretyship agreement by a qualified surety
to pay the sum of money if them is a forfeiture.l A cash bond is a written promise
by an accused to appear as directed or forfeit a sum of money, and is accompanied
by a refundable cash deposit of the designated sum with the custodian of funds of
the appropriate court6
With three exceptions, Texasmagistrates
and courts have no express constitutional
or statutory authority to impose conditions
on bail or restrictions on a defendant's activities or travel after release on bond. The
first pretrial exception relates to participation in drug or alcohol abuse treatment as
8 VOICEfor the Defense / Summer 1987

a condition to release on apersonal bond.?
The other pretrial exception permits imposition of conditions in assaultive and sex
crimes involving child victims restricting
contact with the v i ~ t i mThe
. ~ constitntionality of this provision is doubtful.9 Finally,
limited conditions may be placed on bond
pending appeal.'O
Where the right to pretrial bail otherwise
exists, a properly secured surety bond in
an appropriate amount is constitutionally
sufficient to secure an accused's release."
Statutory authorization for imposition of
a cash bond where a defendant is rearrested after a forfeiture of bail is declared12
is constitutionally questionable.13
There being no federal constitutional
right to bail," applicable state law must
be examined.

Bail Before Trial
The fountainhead of all pretrial bail
rights for Texas prisoners is article I, section 11 of the Texas Con~titution.'~
This
section provides that
"[alll prisoners shall be bailable by
sufficient sureties, unless for capital offenses, when the proof is evident. . . ."L6
In addition to the exception to bail in
capital cases, article I, section l l a of the
Texas Constitution creates three more exceptions to the right to pretrial bail: (1)
habitual felon-a felony defendant previously convicted of two or more felonies;
(2) freed felon-a felony defendant who
committed a felony while on bail for a
prior felony for which the defendant has
been indicted; and (3) repeat felon using
deadly weapon-a felony defendant baving at least one prior felony conviction and
charged with a felony involving the use of
a deadly weapon. All other state offenses
are bailable before the defendant is tried.'?
Denial of pretrial bail is not, standing
alone, ground for reversal of the conviction.ls
The four exceptions to the right to pmtrial bail are examined hereafter.
Capital Fe1onslP
Article I, section 11 of the Texas Con-
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stitution and article 1.07 of the Texas Code
of Criminal Procedure both provide that
a defendant in a capital case may be held
without bond when the "pmof is evident."20
"Proof evident" means that the evidence is
clear and strong, leading to a well-guarded
and dispassionatejudgment that the offense
of capital murder has been committed, the
accused is the guilty party, and the jury
will return findings requiring a sentence of
death.21
After incarceration of an accused witbout bond upon the filing of a felony complaint or indictment in a capital case, the
traditional and proper way for the legality

of bail denial to be determined is for the
accused'to file a writ of habeas corpus and
secure a bearing.12 The writ must be filed
in a district court." However, where a
justice of the peace initially sets bail in a
capital murder case, and the defendant files
a writ in district court attacking thebail as
excessive, the district court lacks the power
before indictment to hold the defendant
without hond.24 If venue bas been changed
to another county, as occasionally happens
in capital cases, any writs fded in the transferee court should be made returnable to,
and finally determined in, a distriet court
of the county in which the offense was
c0mmitted.~5
Thc right of an incarcerated capital dcfcndant to bail bcforc indictment niav also
be determined by an examining trial conducted pursuant to article 16.01 of the
Texas Code of Criminal Procedure. But
only a justice of the peace, county judge,
county court-at-lawjudge, or county criminal judge may conduct an examining trial
in a capital case.Z6 Determining a defendant's bail rights in an examining trial has
the advantage of preserving testimony
given at the hearing in a form that may
later be admissible at the trial on the
merits2?Testimony taken at a habeas corpus hearing is incompetent at triaLZ8
The burden of proof at any promding
to determine the right of a capital murder
defendant to bail is upon the state.lg To
sustain bail denial, there must be proof evident that (1) the defendant is properly
charged with capital murder; (2) a jury
would find beyond a reasonable doubt that
a capital murder bas been committed; (3)
a jury would find beyond a reasonable
doubt that the defendant perpetrated the
capital offense, or was otherwise criminally responsible as a party or other~ise'~;
(4) a jury would find beyond a reasonable
doubt that the defendant committed the
murder deliberately and would answer a
special issue inquiring about this matter affirmatively; (5) a jury would find beyond
a reasonable doubt that there is a probability the defendant would commit criminal acts of violence in the future that would
constitute a continuing threat to society,
and a jury would answer a special issue inquiring about this matter affiatively; and
(6) if the issue were raised by the evidence, a jury would find beyond a reasonable doubt that the conduct of the defendant
in killimg the deceased was unreasonable

in response to provocation, if any, by the
decea~ed.~'
The Texas Rules of Criminal Evidence
clearly apply to proceedings to deny bail.=
Accordingly, evidence inadmissible before
the trier of fact pursuant to the rules cannot he considered when determiningwhether the requisite proof evident has been
produced. This rule is consistent with the
case law discussing the issue befare advent
of the Texas Rules of Criminal Evidence
on September 1, 1986.33It is worthy of
note that inadmissiblehearsay can now be
given probative value if there is a failure
to object, contrary to the rule before September 1, 1986.34
Likewise, evidence not admissible in a
criminal trial by virtueof constitutional or
statutory prohibitions has been held unavailable for use in determining whether
the necessary showings have been made.
Thus, neither an inadmissible oral confession nor an inadmissible confession of a
defendant may be used to justify denial of
hail.35 Presumptively, an accused would
have the right to confront any adverse witnesses at a hearing, and affidavits of witnesses would not be admi~sible.'~
It is not
clear whether evidence which is the
product of an illegal search may be relied
upon, although apparently the state has no
affirmative burden to establish that such
evidence would be admissible at a trial on
the merits.'?
Bail in a capital case may be denied upon
the basis of circumstantial evidence.38
However, bail denial may not be predicated solely on the uncorroborated testimony of an a c ~ o m p l i c eThe
. ~ ~proof may
be "evident" in spite of conflicting or exculpatory evidence in the bearing.'O
Insufficient evidence regarding any of
the special issues submitted to a jury at the
punishment stage of a trial4' will result in
bail being set.42The circumstancesof the
crime itself-if severe enough-ma be
sufficient to sustain an affirmative fi ding
as to probability of future acts of violence
by the accused, and there is no requirement
that the state produce expert psycbological or psychiatric testimony on that point."
An extrajudicial confession of a defendant
to a grisly murder for hire is not necessarily sufficient evidence of defendant's
propensity for future violence."
If a defendant raises a defensiveissue by
evidence sufficient to require submission
of the issue to a jury at a trial on the merits,

X.

the defendant may be entitled to baiLa5If
a defensive issue is r ised, the court will
look at what other cod! petent evidence controverting the defensive issue is introduced
to determine if bail denial is justified.46
The defendants appeal of adverse orders
in pretrial writs of habeas corpus, as where
the trial court has issued the writ but denied relief in whole or in part,'? is to the
appropriate Court of Appeals.48 Thereafter, either the defendant or state may
seek discretionary review of an adverse
judgment in the Court of Criminal Appeals.** In reviewing the trial court's order,
the appellate wurt should accord the trial
judge's opinion weight, but will make an
independent revrew of the facts to determine their s u f f i c i e n ~ yWhere
. ~ ~ the Court
of Appeals reverses a trial court judgment
denying bail, the mandate is issued immediately after expiration of 15days from the
date of rendition of judgment in the appellate court, unless the state seeks discretionary review by petition in the Court of
Criminal Appeals, and unless either the
appellate court or the Court of Criminal
Appeals grants the state's motion to stay
mandate.5' Unless a stay is granted, the
defendant is entitled to reasonable bail
pending determination of the petition for
review, and if review is granted, pending
determination of the merits of the appeal.52
Upon reversal of a trial court's judgment
denying bail in a capital case, the appellate
court will normally set bail in a reasonable
amount." Where there is no evidence before the appellate court as to amount of
bail, the court may remand for a hearing
on that i ~ s u e . ~A' defendant's appellate
rights and timetable are governed by the
rules of appellateprocedure concerning appeals of writs ofhabeas corpus generally,
which provide for expedited review.s5
There are several ways in which adefendant who bas been properly denied bail
may become entitled to release or bail before trial. Should the state fail to return an
indictment against an accused in custody
during the term of court subsequent to his
commitment, he is entitled to dismissal and
release from custody.56 If the state is
granted more than one "co~tinuance"~~
of
the trial on the merits, the defendant is eutitled to be admitted to bail.58Theonly exception to this rule occurs if the defendant
or the defendant's agents have prevented
a material witness of the state from attending the trial." Should the defendant obtain
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new and important testimony subsequent
to an initial habeas corpus hearing, the
defendant is entitled to a second writ of
habeas corpus, but only if it was not in the
defendant's power to produce the testimony
at the first hearing60 Additionally, delay
in affording an accused a speedy trial within ninety days may entitle the accused to
bail, but no case has yet authoritatively
decided this point.61Mistrial upon failure
of the jury to agree on a verdict does not
automatically entitle defendant to
A juvenile who commits a crime while
fifteen or sixteen years of age may be certified and tried as an adult for a capital
offense,63but may not be denied bail for
such offenseinasmuch as the death penalty
cannot be imp~sed.~'
If a defendant is properly denied bail before trial in a capital case, and if the defendant's conviction after a trial on the merits
is reversed and remanded, the state may
continue to hold the defendant without
bail.65Bail in capital cases currently may
be denied only in capital murder cases,
since there are no other capital cases under
Texas law.

day period.69
expire with the state unable to afford the
If during the initial sixty-day period a accused a trial on the second charge. The
continuance is obtained upon the motion court would then have to set bail at a reaor request of the accused, the state is al- sonable amount for the accused.
lowed an additional sixty-day period withA hearing upon a state's motion to deny
in which to accord the accused a triaL7O bail in district court is the proper way to
The additional sixty-day period begins to determinethe validity of bail denial under
run from the last day in the time period article I, section lla.76
provided for by the c~ntinuance.~~
For exOnly district judges are authorized to
ample, if the accused requests and receives hear and deny bail under article I, section
a continuance far thirty days, the additional 1la of the Texas Constitution." Undoubtsixty-day period begins to run on the thirty- edly, a district judge could entertain a
first day after the granting of the continn- defendant's writ of habeas corpus to test
ance. The Court of Criminal Appeals has the validity of any bail denial.78 However,
held that a continuance requested by a the seven-day time limit, within which an
freed felon in response to either the most order denying bail to repeat felons must be
recent accusation or the previous indict- issued, clearly has the practical effect of
ment will result in hail denial for sixty days placing the burden upon the state to secure
after the last day of the continuan~e.~~
This an early hearing.79Thus, the only practimeans that although normally the state is cal procedure available to the state is a moobligated to grant the accused a trial on tion in district court to deny bail under
both the most recent accusation and the article I, section 1 la. A complaint filed in
previous indichnent within the initial sixty- a justice court which has set bail resulting
day period, affording the accused a trial in defendant's release does not deprive the
on either charge within the sixty-day district court of jurisdiction to entertain a
period will suffice to continue bail denial state's motion to deny bail.80
At the hearing the state must produce
if the accused requests and receives a
evidence "substantially showing the guilt
continuance.
Repeat Felons
The term "continuance" as used in arti- of the accused" for the most recent accucle I, section l l a of the Texas Constitu- sation, that the accused is properly charged
Article I, section l l a of the Texas Con- tion refers to any delay or postponement by complaint, indictment or information
s t i t ~ t i o ncreates
~ ~ three temporary excep- rather than to its strict legal meaning.73 with the most recent accusation, and that
tions to the right to pretrial bail in the case
The granting of a continuance after the the hearing is being held within seven days
of (1) persons accused of a felony less than initial sixty-day period has expired, but of the initial incarceration of the accused.s1
a capital felony in Texas, who have been where the accused is still confined, doesnot The burden of proof is upon the state, and
twice convicted of a felony, the second extend the initial period of ~onfimement.~~
failure to produce any evidence results in
conviction being subsequent to the first
It should be noted that as a practical mat- bail being set.82The burden of "substanboth in terms of the time of commission ter, if the accused is afforded a trial on tially showing" the guilt of the accused is
of the offense and of the conviction (habit- either the previous indictment or the most "a far less burden than beyond a reasonual felon); (2) persons accused of a felony recent charge, often the question of bail able doubt as required at the trial on the
less than a capital felony in Texas commit- denial will be postponed for an additional merits" for a c o n v i ~ t i o nEvidence
.~~
tendted while on bail for a prior felony for sixty-day period because of a continuance, ing to show that the defendant would apwhich they have been previously convict- or the question of bail denial will depend pear if released does not defeat the state's
ed (freed felon); or (3) persons accused of upon other circumstances. If the accused right to hold a defendant without bail proa felony less than a capital felony in Texas goes to trial on one of the charges, acquit- vided one of the exceptions to the right to
involving the use of a deadly weapon after tal on that charge will entitle the accused pretrial hail is established.8'
being convicted of a prior felony (repeat to bail on the other. If the accused is conAn accused is entitled to be confronted
felon using deadly weapon).6'
victed of either charge, the question of bail by adverse witnesses at the hearing before
These three exceptions are temporary entitlement will depend upon the rules gov- bail can be denied under article I, section
because if the accused is not accorded a erning hail pending appeal.75 But there l l a of the Texas Constitution.85 Affidavits
trial within sixty days after initial incarcer- may be cases where the ability to afford of witnesses are not a d m i s ~ i b l e .How~~
ation, reasonable bail must be set." In all the accused a trial on both the previous in- ever, the trial court may take judicial nothwe cases, the hail dcniltl lasts only bixty dictmcnt and the most rcccnt accusation tice of any convictions or pending charges
days from the date of initial incarceration becomes critical tu thu uuustion of con- in the district court in question.s7
uniess the accused is granted a trial on the tinued bail denial. If the krst trial begins
Aside from the constitutional question of
most recent accusation. The freed felon late in the initial sixty-day period, or ex- confrontation, it is not clear whether evimust in addition be afforded a trial upon tends beyond the end of the initial sixty- dence must otherwise be admissible at a
the previous indictment within the sixty- day period, the temporary bail denial may trial on themerits to justify theuse of such
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evidence to temporarily deny pretrial bail.
In nuin v. State, decided December 10;
1986, the Court of Criminal Appeals stated
that at a pretrial hearing to temporarily
deny bail
". . :the question is not whether evidence is admissible or inadmissible

. . ."88

The Court held that to the extent prior
authority had implied a burden upon the
State to prove the validity of a search and
the admissibility of evidence seized pursuant to that search, it was overruled.89
Clearly then, the trial court should not attempt to resolve at this preliminary stage
the validity of a search. Whether the same
rule will apply to other evidence that might
be excluded at trial pursuant to state and
federal constitutional limitations, and articles 38.22 and 38.23 of the Texas Code
of Criminal Procedure, remains to be seen.
It should be noted that such evidence is
now excluded in pretrial capital bail proceedings.90
Aside from constitutional and statutorv
limitations on admissibility, the rules df

criminal evidence on their face apply to
prmial proceedings to deny baiLgLHowever, the rules of evidence do not purport
to exclude illegally seized evidence or, for
example, involuntary confessions. There
may be overlap between evidence excludable because seized in violation of wnstitutional or statutory standards and evidence
excludable under the rules of evidence. For
example, a confession of a co-defendant
may be excludable on Fiftb Amendment
grounds as well as h a s a y grounds. In any
event, in light of explicit applications of
the rules of evidence to proceedings to
deny bail pursuant to rule 1101 of the
Rules of Criminal Evidence, the broad language in %in, supra should not be read
to preclude resolution of questions of admissibility of evidence under the rules of
evidence. It should be noted that inadmissible hearsay can now be given probative
value if not timely objected to, contrary to
the rule before September I, 1986."
The prior convictions referenced in the
habitual felon and reoeat felon using a
deadly weapon exce$ions need not-be

Texas conviction^.^^ A prior federal felony conviction may be utilized as a prior
conviction even if the same offenses would
not have been a felony under Texas law
at the time of cammission of the
A conviction for which the defendant has
received a pardon for a reason other than
innocence can likewise be utilized as a
prior conviction.95 If a prior felony offense
was not a felony at the time of enactment
of article I, section l l a , it is still considered a prior c o n v i ~ t i o n .The
~ ~ section
carefully delineates which of the pending
charges, prior charges, or prior convictions must have occurred in this state. For
all three bail exceptions, only the most recent accusation for which a defendant is
arrested need be for accusations in Texas
state courts. Neither the prior convictions
mentioned in the fust and tbird exceptions,
nor the previous indictment mentioned in
the second exception, need be for offenses
in Texas state courts; convictions and indictments from other states and from the
federal courts clearlv aualifv
. for use in
denying bail.
-
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As to habitual felons, the state's proof
must show that the two prior convictions
occurred in the proper order, in that commission of the second offense must have
occurred after the first conviction became
fina1.97
In the 1977 amendments to article I, section l l a , a significant procedural safeguard
was added. This safeguard requires that a
bearing be held and any order denying a
defendant's bail be issued within seven
calendar days subsequent to the time of incarceration. This seven-day period begins
to run uvon defendant's initial arrest. even
if the defendant is released on bail immediately.98 Should a defendant obtain a
postponement of the hearing originally set
within the seven-day period, be waives
this constitutional seven-day limitation.99
Because it often requires weeks to obtain
official records of prior convictions or
indictments from other jurisdictions, the
seven-day time limit operates to substantially limit the state's ability to seek bond
denial in some cases. Because of this strict
seven-day rule, it is difficult to conceive
a case where the trial court could abuse its
discretion in denying a defendant's motion
for continuance of the bail hearing.100
A preferential appeal to the Court of
Criminal Appeals is accorded an aggrieved
defendant by article I, section lla.'ol The
appellate timetable for such a direct appeal
appears to be provided in the Texas Rules
of Appellate Procedure by Rule 44.1°2
Although it is clear that the initial order
denying bail is appealable, it is not yet
clear what other orders entered under article I, section 1la are appealable. In one
case, the Court of Criminal Appeals held
a second order refusing bail under section
l l a appealable, even though the initial
seven-day order was not appealed.103The
second order of the trial court, which was
appealed, denied bail after expiration of the
initial sixty-day incarceration period.10'
Where the defendant has not sought a
writ of habeas corpus in the trial court, and
the case is before the Court of Criminal
Appeals only upon an appeal from a trial
court order granting a state's motion to
deny bail, it would appear that the only
appropriate remedy upon reversal of the
trial court's order would be a remand to
the trial court for setting of reasonable
bail.'05 Prudent defense counsel, therefore, may wish to file a concurrent writ of
habeas corpus and present evidence in the

trial court relating to the question of reasonable bail.
No reported case holds that during the
pendency of an appeal from a trial court
order denying bail, the trial court loses
jurisdiction to proceed to trial on the primary case. A defendant is not entitled to

a postponement of the trial pending resolution of the bond appeaLLo6
It bas been held that article I, section l l a
does not unconstitutionauy discriminate
against those who have been previously
twice convicted of felonies.107
Nexr month-Part II.

I. TEX. CODECRIM.
PRO-ANN.
art. 17.01 (Vernon
19771.

follows:
"See. 11. All prisoners shalI be bailable by
suflicient sureties, unless for capifal offenses,
when the prmf is evident; but this provision
shall not be so construed as to prevent bail
after indictment found upan examination of
the evidence, in such manner as may be prescribed by law."
Thirty-cight states other than Texas have constitutitonal exceptions to the right to bail in capital cases.
All of these provisions are worded similarly to art.
I, $11 of the Texas Constihttion: ALA.CONSTart.
1,916; ALASKACONST.
art. 1, $11; Aw.Consr an.
2, $2; AM. CONE an. 2, $8; CAL.CONST.art. 1,
$6; COLO.CON^. art. 2, $19; CONN.CON~.
an. 1,
$8; DELCONSTart. 1, $12; ELACONSTart. 1, $16;
IDAHOCONST
an. I, $6; ILL CON^. an. 1, $9; IND.
CONSTart. 1, $9; IOWACON=. art. 1, $12; KAN
C o ~ s r . , B u ~ o ~ R $16;
t ~ mL,~ . C o n s rart. 1, $12;
ME. CONSTart. 1, $10; MICH.CONSTart. 1, $15;
Mtss. CONST.art. 3, $29; Mo. CON= art. 1, $20;
M o m CONST.art. 3, $19; NEB.CON=. art. I, $9;
NEV.C o ~ s rart. I, $7; N.I. CONST. art. 1, 111;
N.M. CONST.art. 2, $13; N.D. CONSTart. 1, $6;
Onlo CONST.
an. 1, $9; OKLA.CONSTan.2, $8;On.
CONST an. 1. 614:. PA. CONST. art. 1.. 614:
- . R.I.
CON=. art. 1, $9; S.C. CONST.art. 1, $20; S.D.
CONST. art. 6, $8; TENN.CONST.art. 1, $15; VT.
CoNm. eh. 2, $40; WASH.CON= art. 1, $20; Wls.
Consr art. 1, $8; WYO.CoNm. art. 1, $14.
17. A defendant returned to Tcxas for lrial after
being convicted of afelony in anatber stale, and while
that other state's sentence is outstanding, has no right
to bail pending trial in Texas. Sez note 115, infra,
under 'W.
BAIL AFTERCONVICTION."
18. Jockson v Stare, 454 S.W.2d 733 Vex. Crim.
App. 1970); Slate of T m v. Wlriirington, 391 F.2d
905 (5th Cir. 1968).
19. AAer Fttnmn v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238 (1972),
ruled the death pcnally unconstitutional, the Texas
Court of Criminal Appeals held that art. I, $11 of
theTexas Constirutionno longerpem~ihedbail denial
as to capital felons inTexas. Erpnne Conrella, 485
S.W.2d 910,912 (Tex. Crim. App. 1972). Upan the
reenactment of the death penalty in Texas effective
June 14, 1973, Tm. PENALCODEANN.
$19.03 (Vernon 1977), the Court of Criminal Appeals held that
bail could once more be denied pursuant to art. 1, $1 1.
Er pane Sierra, 514 S.W.2d 760, 761 n.1 (Tex.
Crim. App. 1974). See and compare U.S. v. Kosradi,zov, 721 F.Zd 411 (2nd Cir. 1983).
20. The other thirty-eight states which have similarly worded comlitutional provisions allow bail denial in capital cases where "the prwf is evident or
the presumption great.. . ."Refer to note 16, srtpm.
Art. I, $11 of the Texas Constitution doer not contain the language "or the presumption great."
21. Erpnrre Wilson, 527 S.W.Zd310,311 (Tex.

amoney judgment be rendered against an accused for
failure to appear.
3. TEXCODEC~.PRO.ANN
arts 17.03,17.0?1,
17.04 (Vernon 1977).
4. Id. arts. 17.03, 17.04 (Vernon 1977).
5. Id. arts. 17.08, 17.13 (Vernon 1977).
6. Id. art. 17.02 (Vernon 1977).
7. TEX.CODECRIM.PRO.ANN.
art. 17.40 (Vernon
Supp. 1987). Then being na constitutional right to
a personal bond, impasition of conditions as a prerequisite to acceptance of a personal bond is allowable as long as the defendant's right to release on a
surety bond is not impaired. Tex.Ca~sr.an. I, $1 I
provides that "[all1 prisoners shall be bailable by sufticicnt sureties. . ."
8. Tm. CODECTBI.PRO.ANN
art. 17.41 (Vernon
Supp. 1987).
9. TEX.CONST,an. I, $11.
10. Refer to text accompanying notes 159-167,
ijtpa.
11. Tex. CONST an. I. 611.
12. TEX.CODECRIM.PRO.ANN. art. 23.05 (Vernon Supp. 1987).
13. TEx. CONST. an. I, $11. However, one care
impliedly sanctions setting a surety bond in a higher
amount and, alternatively, a cash bond in a l&r
amount. M a y v. Smre, 611 S.W.2d 442 (Tex. Crim.
ADD. 1982). In anv event. a cash bond mav not other-

14. Cnrlsm v. h d o n , 342 US. 524 (1952); Mar,
rrian
v. Hednan, 326 F.2d 708, 710-11 (8th Cir.),
cen denied, 376 U.S. 965 (1964); Bloss v. Michigan,
421 F.2d 903, 905 (6th Cir. 1970); Kelly v. Springell, 527 F.2d 1090, 1093 (9th Cir. 1975); Finerti
v. Harris, 609 F.2d 594 (2nd Cir. 1979); Ballord v.
Term, 438 F.2d 640 (5th Cir. 1971); Bur see,
Meechnicuttr v. Fowtrai,~,696 F.2d 790 (10th Cir.
1983). holding Eighth Amendment binding on the
slates; Sismmk v. Lyotrr, 646 FSd 64 (3rd Cir. 1981).
Seeolso, HUM v. Rollt, 648 F.2d 1148(8th Cir. 1981).
wcared, 455 U.S. 478 (1982); "Eighth Amendment
Excessive Bail Clause Applies to States Through
Fourteenth Amendment," 60 Wash. Univ. L. Q. 645
(1982). See w d compnre, Er pare Grew, 215
S.W.2d 630 (Tex. Crim. App. 1948).
15. At common law, there was no general right
to pretrial bail in felony cases, although monefary bail
inmisdemeanor cases was allowed. TEx CON= art.
I, $11, Interpretative Commentary (Vernon 1984).
16. TEX.CONST.an. I, $11. The I11 text is as
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Batson v; Kentucky: A Defense Perspective
by Gary A. Udashen
In Batson v. Kentucky,' the Supreme
Court took a substantial step towards diminishing the common practice in many
jurisdictions of the state eliminating racial
minorities from service as jurors by the use
of peremptory challenges. This article will
focus on the role of the defense counsel in
insuring that the dictates of Batson are followed in the case of your particular client.

Batson -The Holding
The basic holding of the Court in Batson
is that it is a violation of Equal Protection
of the Law under the 14th Amendment to
the United States Constitution for the State
to use peremptory challenges to systematically remove blacks from a jury solely on
account of their race or on the assumption
that blacks as a group will he unable to impartially consider the state's case against
a black defendant. The Court also rejected
the evidentiary test of Swain v. Alabama2
which placed the burden on a defendant alleging that the prosecution used peremptory challenges to remove blacks from a
jury to show that the state followed a pattern of always striking blacks because of
their race. Under Batson, the defendant
may make a prima facie showing of purposeful racial discrimination by relying on
the facts concerning the jury selection in
his case alone.
The Court set forth the basic test for
making a showing of purposeful racial discrimination by the state in the use of their
peremptory challenges as follows:
1) The defendant must first show that
he is a member of a cognizable racial
group and that the prosecutor has exercised
his peremptory challenges to remove from
the venire members of the defendanfs race.
2. The defendant is entitled to rely on
the fact that peremptory challenges constitute a jury selection practice that permits
those to discriminate who are of a mind to
discriminate.
3. Then the defendant must show that
the facts and circumstances raise an inference that the prosecutor used peremptory
challenges to exclude the veniremen from

the petit jury on account of their race.
nority and the state uses their peremptory
4) Once the defendant makes this prima strikes to eliminate whitejurors. However,
facie showing, the state is then required to based on the history leading up to Batson
come forward with a neutral explanation and the language of the case, even this is
for challenging the minority jurors. The doubtful.
Another question not entirely clear under
state may not simply respond that it was
assumed that the challenged juror would Batson is the effect on the case when some
be partial to the defendant because of their but not all of the black jurors are struck
shared race or by affirminghis good faith. by the state. While @ Batson the facts were
The Court left open the question of the that the state struck all the potential black
precise remedy if a violation of Batson is jurors, there is nothing in the opinion inshown. However, the remedies available dicating that the result would be any diierto the trial Court will be to either disallow ent had one or more black jurors not been
the peremptory strikes by the prosecution struck by the state. The Court explained
or order a new jury panel and begin the that a person's race is not a valid considjury selection process again. The remedy eration to determine fitness as a juror.
on appeal if the trial Court erroneously de- Moreover, the state's discriminatory use of
nies the defendant's motion under Batson peremptory strikes violates the rights not
will be a remand for a new trial before a only of the defendant, but also of the exproperly selected jury.
cluded juror. The basic holding of Batson
indicates, in fact, that striking one black
juror with a racially discriminatory motive
When Does Batson Apply?
is a violation of Equal Protection because
of the harm to the defendent, the stmck
Clearly the holding of Batson applies juror, and the community. The violation
when the state uses peremptory strikes to of Equal Protection occurs regardless of
remove potential black jurors from the how many hlack jurors are stmck.
This view of Barson is strengthened by
panel trying a hlack defendant. The holding is less clear when the defendant is not the recent Supreme Court decision in Griifblack, but a member of another minority fifh v. Kentuck$ where the Court held that
group, such as hispanic. A close exami- Batson would be applied retroactively to
nation of Batson would indicate that any cases on direct appeal at the time of the
defendant who can demonstrate that he is issuance of the Batson opinion. In Griflth
a member of a "cognizable racial group" the state used four of its five peremptory
will benefit from the holding. This has strikes to strike four of the five prospective
traditionally been interpreted to mean ra- black jurors. The remaining black juror
cia1 minorities. Hispanics clearly fit this was removed by random selection under
definition; therefore, if the state uses per- Kentucky procedureand the result was an
emptory challenges to remove hispanics all-white jury trying a black defendant.
In Griflth, the case was remanded to the
from a jury panel that is trying a hispanic
defendant, the rules of Batson apply. See lower Court to apply the Batson holding.
Castaneda v. Parrida3 and He~nandezv. In Grifith the prosecution left one black
Texas.' However, a white defendant ap- on the panel and even in light of this, the
parently has no rrght under the Batson Supreme Court considered this case to pose
holding or theEqual Protection Clause to a possible Batson violation.
In Perry Keeton v. State of T e ~ a sthe
,~
have either whites, blacks or hispanics on
his jury and would be unable to meet the Court of Criminal Appeals for the first
threshold requirement of Batson that he be time applied the Batson case. The Court
a member of a protected cognizable racial ruled that Keeton had failed to make a
group. This result may be different in the prima facie showing of racial discriminarare jurisdiction where whites are in a mi- tion in the State's exercise of its strkes.
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The Court stated in Keeton that,
"the [Batson] opinion seems to indicate that regardless of the number of
minority race venire that actually
served, the prosecutor may not use
peremptory strikes to eliminate any
potential juror solely on the basis of
that juror's race."
This conclusion comports with Williams
v. Srate.7
In Commonwealth v. so are^,^ the Massachusetts Court, in applying its own state
constitution in a manner similar to Batson,
concluded that all minority jurors need not
be excluded in order to constitute a violation. Soares held that if theminority representation is reduced to impotence through
discriminatory use of strikes, a constitu:
tional violation is shown. It is noteworthy
that the Court in Batson cited Soares in its
discussion of the proper formulation of the
test for determining when a violation of
Equal Protection has oecnmed. Additionally, in People v. WheeleP the California
Supreme Court held a violation may occur if the state struck all or most of the
group members or used a disproportionate
share of its strikes against group members.

The Objection
In Batson, thedefendant objected to the
state's striking of the black jurors on two
grounds: Equal Protection under the 14th
Amendment to the U S . Constitution and
the rights under the 6th and 14th Amendmen@to a jury drawnfrom a cross-section
of the community. Batson was decided on
the Equal Protection ground and the Court
specifically declined to rule on the crosssection of the community argument. There
fore, the proper objection to make at the
trial Court level is clearly that the prosecutors' use of their peremptory challenges
to remove black jurors violates the Equal
Protection Clause of the 14th Amendment
to the U S . Constitution. An additional objection may be leveled based on the violation of the defendant's rights to a jury
drawn from a fair cross-section of the community under the 6th and 14th Amendments and the objection may legitimately
be expanded to include due process of law
under the 5th and 14th Amendments, U S .
Constitution. Texas Constitutional authority, specifically theEqualProtectionClause
of Art. 1, Sec. 3, Due Course of Law
Clause of Art. 1, Sec. 19 and theJury Trial
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Provision of Art. 1, Sec. 10, can legitimately be added in order to enable the
Texas Court of Criminal Appeals to determine whether the Texas Constitution gives
greater protection in this area than the Federal Constitntion.
Defense counsel should consider submitting a pre-trial motion reuuesting that the
pr&&ion be instructedio not &e racial
discrimination in its exercise of peremp.
tory challenges. The effect of this motion
would be to pressurethe prosecution to not
strike as many blacks as they would otherwise be inclined to. However, in a case
where the composition of the jury will in
fact make no difference, the appellate error
may be morevaluable to the defendant than
minority jury members and apre-trial motion that will discourage improper strikes
should not be filed. Remember that under
Batson, harm need not be shown for an improper strike of black potential jurors and
on appeal a Batson issue will result in a
new trial.
At the time the objection is made, defense counsel should be prepared to make
the prima facie showing referred to in Batson. This involves several things. First, the
record must reflect that the defendant is
black (or hispanic). Second, the record
must reflect the race of the potential jurors
peremptorily struck by the state and the
race of the jurors actually seated on the
jury. If the victim of the offense is white,
the record should additionally be made to
leflect this. These racial identifications can
generally be done by stipulation with the
prosecutor; however, if that is not possible, request the trial Court to state them
in the record or to confirm the truth of the
defense counsel's observations. If necessary, the prosecutor or other Court official, such as the bailiff, can be called as
witnesses to establish the race of the persons or the jurors can be asked to state their
race for the record during voir dire.
Secondly, defense counsel must state
that the prosecutor has used his peremptory challenges to remove blackjurors and
those jurors should be identified by name
and number. The defense counsel will then
be required to show that "such facts and
any other relevant circumstances raise an
inference that the prosecutor used the peremptory challenges to exclude veniremen
from the petit jury on account of their
race." This showing can be made in several
ways. If the prosecutor used an inordinate

number of his strikes to remove blacks,
this should be demonstrated. If the blacks
were removed following little or no individual questioning, this should be put on
the record. If the characteristics and individual backgrounds of the individual
black jurors removed are similar to those
of individual white iurors not stmck bv the
state, this sbouldbdestablished by deieme
counsel. All of the above facts canbe simply stated for the record by the defense
counsel but should be matters that are
reflected on a juror information card or
from voir dire questions so that the record
will support the defense counsel's observations. Once this is done, the prima facie
showing of possible racial discrimination
by the state in their exercise of their
peremptories is achieved and the burden
shifts to the prosecutor to come forward
with a neutral explanation for challenging
the black jurors.

Prosecutor's Reasons
Bafson makes clear that the prosecutor
may not rebut a prima facie showing by
the defendant by stating that he challenged
the jurors on the assumption that they
would be partial to the defendant because
of their shared race or by affirming his
good faith in the exercise of his strikes.
The Court also states that the prosecutor
must give a "clear and reasonably specific''
explanation of his "legitimate reasons" for
exercising these challenges. The Batson
opinion additionally requires that the prosecutor "must articulate a neutral explanation related to the particular case to be
tried." However, Batson leaves to the
lower Courts the initial determination of
what is a legitimate reason.
Guidance to the Courts and attorneys involved in a Batson hearing as to what constitutes a legitimate reason can best be
received by examining cases from other
states that have been conducting Batsontype hearings for several years. These
states, most notably California and Massachusetts, have prohibited discriminatory
use of peremptory challenges under their
state constitutions for several years and
have followed procedures similar to those
in Bafson to determine if a violation has
occurred. Two Federal Courts of Appeals,
the 2nd and 6th Circuits, bad formulated
a Batsomtype procedure to determine if the

prosecutor discriminated against minority
groups in the use of peremptory strikes
under their conclusion that such strikes
violated the defendant's rights to a jury
drawn from a fair cross-section of the community. The following cases illustrate the
types of excuses by the prosecution that
have been found insufficient and should be
held to be insufficient in Texas Courts.

California Cases
People v. Wheelerrois the sentinel case
for both Califomia law and the law in other
jurisdictions in this area. In Wheeler the
Court concluded that the California constitutional guarantee of a right to a jury
drawn from a representative cross-section
of the community prohibited the exercise
of peremptory challenges to removejurors
basedou the sole ground of group bias. In
following Wheeler, the California Court
has delineated several examples of what is
not a valid reason for striking a particular
juror.
People v. Turner"-This case was decided after Batson and expressed the view
that the procedure under Wheeler and that
under Batson are essentially the same. In
i'irrner, the prosecution struck all three
potential black jurors from the panel. The
defendant was black and the victims white.
The Court held that the reasons given by
the prosecution need not rise to the level
of a challenge for cause but must be reasonably relevant to the particular case on
trial or its parties or witnesses. In Turner,
the prosecutor stated he struck the first
black juror because he was a truck driver
and he didn't seem to understand questions.
The Court found this an improper reason,
stating that striking of working-class people for such reason is improper. Then the
Court examined the record demonstrating
that this juror answered the questions as
well as other white jurors who were not
struck.
The prosecutor stated that he struck the
second black juror based on her "work
background:' The Court held this to amount
to no explanation at all and pointed out that
this juror had been asked no questions regarding her work.
According to the prosecutor, he struck
the third black juror because she had chidren and his opinion that this would affect
the verdict. The Court likewise rejected

this reason pointing out that no questions
or only desultory questions were asked
concerning this area.
People v. Trevin~'~-InTrevino, the
prosecutor struck Spanish-surnamed jurors
in a trial involving a Spanish-surnamed
defendant. The reasons given were that he
struck some jurors because they were of
a young age, and therefore lacked maturity, and might have been close to the same
age as the defendant. The Court rejected
this, stating the prosecutor made no inquiry
of the jurors as to their age or as to any
age-related bias. Additionally, the prosecutor did not challenge a non-Spanishsurnamed juror who was about the same
age as the defendant. The prosecutor also
struck a Spanish-surnamed juror for the
reason that her 18-year-old child was close
in age to the defendant but did not strike
three non-Spanish-surnamed jurors who
had sons about the same. age. The Court
therefore rejected that explanation. The
prosecutor additionally stated that he struck
two Spanish-surnamedjurors particularly
because they were women, but he left on
five non-Spanish-surnamed women jurors.
The Court also rejected the explanation
of the prosecutor for striking one male
Spanish-surnamedjuror based on his body
language and mode of answering questions, fmdin~
- that explanation particularly
untenable.
People v. HalP-The prosecutor struck
black notential iurors in a case with a black
defeniant. hi Court found the reasons
given were unpersuasive. The prosecutor
claimed he challenged one black juror because she had contacts with Texas, and he
believed the defendant had contacts with
Texas. However, a white juror who had
lived in Chicago where the defendant had
lived was not struck.
Additionally, the prosecutor's reason for
striking a juror because she had a son close
to the same age as the defendant was invalid where three other non-black female
jurors with grown sons close to the same
age as the defendant were not challenged.
People v, J~hmon'~-TheCourt held
that the fact that it would probably he
brought out in testimony that a key witness
for the prosecution had referred to the
defendant as "the nigger" was insufficient
as matter of law for the prosecutor to strike
all the black prospective jurors solely because of race.

Massachusetts
In Commonwealth v. Soares,ls Massachusetts adopted a procedure similar to
~a~ifornia's
to review peremptory challenges. As in California, this was based on
the state constitution. In Massachusetts,
both the state and the defendant are prohibited from exercising peremptory challenges in a discriminatory fashion.
Commonwealth v. DiMatteo16-In Di
Matteo;the Court addressed a situation
where the defendant was white and the
prosecutor was black. The defendant used
a peremptory challenge to strike the only
black juror. When the state objected, the
defense counsel stated the reason as being.
that the person struck was a widow and
also expressed concern about the way the
juror looked at the defendant. The Court
rejected these reasons.

New Jersey
State v. Gilmore17-In Gilmore, the
prosecutor struck all the blacks and gave
as his reason that he assumed that blacks
were predominantly Baptists. The Court
rejected that reason concluding that it was
an indication of group bias. The prosecutor also stated that he removed the black
women because of their maternal instincts.
The Court stated that five white women
were left on thejury and therefore rejected this reason.

Federal Cases
McCray v. Abramsls held that under the
Sixth Amendment right to trial by an impartial jury, the prosecution could be required to justify its peremptory challenges.
The Court adopted a procedure similar to
the Batson procedure. In McCray the Court
found a violation when the prosecutor
struck all the blacks and hispanics except
~-
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one black who was seated as an alternate.
The Court found that the excused jurors
had offered no discernible reason why they
would not be fair and impartialjurors and
one black was excused despite having an
experience that one might think would
make him identify more with a complaining witness than a defendant. See also
Booker v. Jabe,19 where the Court adopted the same holding as in McCray.
Roman v. A b r a m ~ ~ ~ -Roman,
In
the defendant was white and the prosecutor used
his peremptory challenges to remove white
jurors. His reasons given were tbat these
jurors would not be fair to the state's witness (a blackman with a criminal record).
The prosecntor also said he removed one
juror because he worked in electronics
which was too technical a background for
the type of juror he wanted, even though
the trial involved a commercial arsonallegation involving testimony about financial
conditions and insurance. The prosecutor
said he struck one juror who had a relative who was a police officer even though
he left on the other jurors who also had
relatives who were police officers. The
Court rejected all of these explanations.
The lesson of these cases in applying a
Batson-type analysis to the prosecution's
reasons for exercising its peremptory challenges in certain ways is that the reasons
must be specificauy tied into some aspect
of the case being tried and not based on
any generalizations. Additionally, it must
be clear that the state has not left persons
on the jury who had characteristics similar to those that are struck except for a
different race.

Inquiry by the Court
and Cross-Examination of
the Prosecutor
The Batson Court specifically declined
to formulate particular procedures to be
followedupon a defendant's timely objection to a prosecutor's challenges. The Court
stated that they made no attempt to instruct
the lower Courts on the specific manner
to implement. Batson Therefore, theprecise contours of the decision are left to the
lower Courts to develop. It will therefore
fall to the defense counsel to insure that
a fair hearing is held.
The prosoecutor will commonly state
that a particular juror was struck because
18 VOICE for the Defense / Summer 1987

of his facial expressions, mannerisms, or
way of responding to questions. In cases
such as this, the first step shouldbefor the
Court to question the prosecutor and require a more specific and articulable reason for the exercise of the strike. The
failure of trial Courts to zealously adhere
to this responsibilityhas in fact r e k t e d in
reversals in several California cases.
The second step in this process when the
prosecutor has stated reasons such as this
is to request a right for the defense counsel to cross-examine the prosecntor. Prior
to making this request, counsel should determine whether the prosecutor's reasons
are likely to be found insufficient without
M e r elaboration. If they are, don't crossexamine and give the prosecutor a chance
to better develop his reasons. If the question is closer, then a vigorous cross-examination will be useful to illustrate the fallacy
of the reasons given.
While Batson does not specifically address the right of cross-examination in this
context, defense counsel should assert this
right as basic and necessary to the search
for the truth in the Batson hearing.

Conclusion
In conducting a hearing under Batson,
the defense counsel must be prepared to
demonstrate to the Coua and make the appellate record reflect the background and
characteristics, such as age, job, marital
status, religion, children, etc., of the entire jury panel. The record must clearly
reflect tbat the jurors who were struck
made no statement during voir dire that
would indicate bias and in fact may have
said things that would make them ideal
statejurors except for the fact that they are
black or hispanic. The next logical manner of demonstrating this is to simply compare the individual jurors struck by the
state with those not struck.
Additionally, once the p& facie showing is made and the prosecutor states his
reasons for exercising the strikes, defense
counsel should requRst the right to crossexamine the prosecutor. Statements that
appear to mask a discriminatory use of the
peremptory challenge should be vigorously
challenged in order to make the record reflect the truth. The days of &-white juries
trying black defendants may not be eliminated by Batson, but an aggressive appli-

cation of the case by the defense bar can
ceminly change the jury composition in
many cases. There can be little doubt that
the effect ofBatson will be a greater number of minorities on juries and a criminal
justice system tbat is fairer both in perception and reality.
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The Investigator
by Jack Murray
As this article is being written there is
still some question as to the final outcome
of the proposed Federal Sentencing Guidelines. However, it appears that the presentencing investigation report will be at
least as important as it currently is and possibly carry even more weight.
We recently helped prepare materials to
be delivered to a federal probation officer
in connection with a pre-sentencing investigation. It was an unbelievable experience
and taught this investigator and the attorney just how much damage a lazy, slowwitted, low-level bureaucrat can do to your
case if you do not do your homework @asically the work they are supposed to do)!
First there is a timeelement. Do not wait
until the probation officer has done their
work. Obtain a copy of the U S . Sentencing Commission Guidelines. This gives
you the guidelines by which the report is
supposed to be prepared. Do not assume
that anything will be done properly or accurately. There is an old saying in the Marine Corps to the effect that when you
ASSUME you make an ASS-out of U-and
ME. On page five there are hvo very im-

portant paragraphs. Number three is era1 Governent doesn't do one, you can get
"defendants version." Read carefully, mak- yours in anyway without anybody chaling sure it isn't incompleteor slanted! The lenging it. We had a case where the Fedsame holds true for paragraph four, "other eral Government's evaluation was even
defendant information." The latter is par- more favorable than the one our private
titularly important if a co-defendant is still psychologist did, so ours went into tesat large. Page six has a paragraph for per- timony unopposed.
sonal and family data. Our client's sheet
Military service is also on page nine. If
showed his parents divorced six years. In your defendant was discharged fairly rereality the couple had been separated for cently (Vietnam till now) they received a
three years and never divorced. It listed the microfiche copy of their records when they
defendant as one of four children-actually
got out. Go to a blueprint shop and have
there were five. Particularly important on those copied. The Federal Government
page seven is a paragraph entitfd "Atti- will not take the time to copy it, Jet alone
tude of Spouse and Children Toward read it. One of our clients had received one
Defendant and Home Atmosphere." Be personal medal and two unit citations durcareful here of wording andlor shading of ing his tenure in t h e M a r k Corps. Neither
the probation officer's version. On page fact was noted, despite a place for decoraeight you cover the educational back- tions and awards. Interestingly enough, the
ground and work experience of your client. Federal Officer spelled it Marine Core,
Immediately order transcripts of all schools which means either she couldn't spell or
your client attended. Get letters from em- she was too lazy to proofread andfor corployers that give dates employed, duties rect the final copy. If your defendant does
and reason for leaving. Peter Lesser tells not have copies of his military records, all
of a client of his who graduated from an branches of service maintain these records.
out-of-state high school. The probation Naval records after 1885, records of A m y
report read, "cannot verify the existence officers after 1916 and enlisted personnel
of this school." Lesser then produced after 1912, all Naval officers after 1902
copies of the transcripts and the origi~~aland all Marine personnel after 1895 are
report cards in the courtroom. We had a available from: Military Personnel
Jack Murray is the owner of Southwe~f client who had graduated from Marine Records Center, 9700 Pace Boulevard, St.
Recovery Services, Dallas, To-as. He has Aviation Ordinance Electronic School. Louis, Missouri 63132. All requests
a BSfiom the University ofHartford, MBA This same probatiou officer wmte the same should include the full name of the vetefrom the University of Connecticutand has remark, "cannot verify the existence of this ran, the state from which he served and the
had specialized accident investigation school." The defendant was stationed at period of time during which he served.
training a t the Trafic Institute of Nortlr- N.A.S. Dallas-all it wouldhave taken to Civilian personnel who worked for the
western University and Accident Recon- verify the school was one phone call. The military may obtain their records from:
sf~uctionSchool of Texas A&M Univemity. point is don't assume that obvious things The Civilian Personnel Record Center,
A member of the North Texas Private III- like this will be covered.
111 Winebaco Street, St. Louis, Missouri
vestigators Association, The National AsPage eight also covers "summary of 63118.
sociation of Investigative Specialists and school data (test results, academic rating,
On page ten, paragraph fifteen, there is
the National Association of Legal Investi- class standing, behavior)." You can believe a small space for alternative plans. If you
gators, he has been a licensedprivate in- if they can't verify the existence of the have an alternative plan, or something that
vesfigotor in the Stnre of Teuas since 1976 school, they won't have this information should be included in the court plan (ex.
III1987, he eained the designation of "Cer- either.
psychological counseling as a part of the
tified Legal Investigator" by lhe National
Page nine covers physical description, probation), be sure to have it documented,
Association of Legal Investigatom. He has drug abuse and mental and emotional ill- suggest where, what doctor, who is going
workednrmnrerouscivil and criminal cases nesses. For the latter we would strongly to pay for it, etc. Will the defendant have
in Texas, Louisiana and New York and has suggest you have a private psychological a job if he's placed on probation? Where,
attended civil and crin~inalinvestigation evaluation done whether the government doing what, bow much will he get paid?
seininars in Chicago, Washington D. C., is going to or not. If the Federal Govern- Have something in writing from the emSon Antonio and Phiiadelphia, Penn- ment is going to do it, you want some ployer. If the defendant goes to jail will
sylvania.
rebuttal testimony as it were. If the Fed- he have a job waiting when hvgets out?
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Now after you have accumulated all this
good stuff, what do you do with it. Put it
together in the same sequence that the
items will appear on the report, write a
cover letter highlighting each of the points
to be covered and have it delivered by messenger to the Probation Officer and get
their signature as having received it. On
this last case we did all of these things, except the messenger. We hand delivered it.
In spite of all of this, the above mentioned
discrepancies turned up in the final report.
At this point you have to write another
letter to the probation office and point out
the inconsistencies and omissions. Then
when the judge asks "did you receive a
copy of this pre-sentencing report and did
you read it?" you can bring the two letters
and the accompanying documentation to
the judge's attention one more time.

Another potential ambush site is the classification of the crime. For sentencing purposes Federal Crimes are numbered on a
progressive scale and these numbers are
critical in the new sentencing guidelines.
Research your client's crime and the standards given in the Federal Guidelimes.
In another federal case, the Federal
Agents who made the arrest and filed the
case agreed it should be rated a two; the
probation officer rated it a four in her
report. Again, don't assume!
At a recent sentencing we heard Judge
Jerry Buchmeyer ask one defense attorney
"have you read this report?" The attorney
said "no." The Judge asked, "Do you want
to?" The attorney said "no." Heaven only
knows what that report contained.
One other very, very important step is
the use of character references at the sen-

tencing. I will never forget a sobbing
mother standing in Federal Court and saying, 'I don't know what to say, Ijust don't
want my daughter to go to jail."I wondered
whether the defense attorney bad taken the
time to go over what the woman might say
to help her daughter's cause.
Diane Jennings of the Dallas Morning
News did an excellent story on Judge Buchmeyer in the Sunday, April 26 High Profile Section of the paper. In the article she
quotes the Judge on character witnesses
and it is certainly worthwhile reading for
anyone who will be representing a client
in Federal Court.
Next month we will get around to that
article on the Forensic Science Laboratory.
If you have any topics that would be appropriate for this column, please drop us
a line in care of the magazine.
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C O U R T

OF

Michael David HOAG,
Conviction Reversed

C R I M I N A L

A P P E A L S

PDR:
Burglarv
No. 943-85 -- On D's
-- Opinion by Judge Campbell; 4/15/87

SEARCH AND SEfZURE
-- SEARCH OF CAR FOLLOWING WARRANTLESS
ARREST TOO BROAD EVEN FOR INVESTIGATIVE DETENTION:
Ct/App affirmed at 693 S.W.2d 718.
FACTS:
7 / 2 6 burglary detective receives phone report of
burglary giving general description of burglar, car and lfcense
number.
Investigation showed D was car's owner and that he was
on parole for burglary.
Witness picked D's picture from photo
array as a "looked like" but was not able to positively ID.
Detective asked other officers to put D under survei11ance
"to see if [they] could apprehend him in a burglary".
No arrest
warrant for burglary was sought.
Following day task force sees D leave his apt. at 10:30 a.m.
and drive slowly down several streets in residential area. After
45 mintutes, officers "lost" D.
On 7 / 2 8 task force resumed surveillance of D outside his
to another
home.
Once again D left at 10:40 and drove
residential area.
He parked behind apt. complex and walked 2
blocks to a neighborhood, Once thre he approached a house,
knocked on door, looked around "very suspiciously", then went to
side of house into back yard. returning to his car in a few
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minutes

Checking the house. officers found no sign of burglary.

D drove to another apartment complex and went inside for 3-5
minutes.
He was not seen carrying anything on his return to his
car.
D then drove to 3rd apt. complex and went in.
He returned
When he
in 30 minutes, carrying newspaper and canned drink.
opened car door, he took something from his pocket and put it on
driver's
floor.
After D drove away, officers unsuccessfully
checked complex for signs of burglary.
D was pulled over a few blocks from last apt. complex.
Officer approached D and asked him to get out of car.
He was
taken at gunpoint to rear of car and given Miranda warnings.
Officer then went back to driver's side.
He saw orange-handled
diving knife sticking out from under seat and "fairly large size
lump" under rubber floormat on driver's side. Officer picked up
knife, flipped back floormat. and discovered jewelry and coins.

OPINION BELOW:
Ct/App justified search on 2 grounds: ( 1 )
Officers were justified in temporarily detaining D while other
officers sought to locate evidence of attempted burglary in apt.
complex.
Once D stopped, knife and bulge in floormet were in
( 2 ) Warrantless arrest proper either because D had
plain view.
commited burglary or was in possesion of stolen property in
under
officer's
presence
OR D was in suspicious place
circumstances which reasonably showed he had committed a felony.

HELD:
Concerning ARREST, TCA held that D was "placed under
restraint" for Art. 15.22 purposes because he was removed from
his car at gunpoint, taken to rear of car, and given Miranda
warnings.
These facts coupled with officer's testimony that he
believed D to be under arrest are sufficient.
CAUTION:
Question of whether a person is under arrest
is not to be determined SOLELY by opinion of the
arresting officer, altho that is a factor.
Warrantless arrest improper because facts don't support
conclusion D had committed burglary or possessed stolen property.
Events were as consistent with innocent activity as criminal.
Concering SCOPE OF SEARCH, TCA held that search of D's car
was
outside
permissible
scope of search in
course
of
investigative detention.
Significant facts:
no patdown search
of D, D at rear of car surrounded by officers with drawn guns at
time of search, nothing in record shows officers thought D
dangerous, nothing indicates search was for weapons.
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Noe BELTRAN, No. 68,877 -- Capita I Murder Conviction Reformed
to Life -- Opinion by Judge Onion, Judge Clinton concurs with
note, Judges White and Davis concur, Judges Miller and Campbell
dissent with note; 4/15/87
ARTICLE 37.071 PUNISHMENT EVIDENCE
"RAP SHEET" IN PROBATION FILE:

--

IMPROPER ADMISSION OF FBI

Over objection t/c admitted probation file into evidence at
punishment phase of capital trial.
File contained FBI "rap
sheet". D objected that much of info in file was "gross hearsay"
which had been placed there by someone other than D's probation
officer, on confrontation grounds, and on predicate grounds.
After both sides rested but before jury saw exhibit, D
reurged obection, asking that file be withdrawn or at least that
FBI rap sheet be removed.
T/C noted it had rushed D's atty at
time exhibit 1st offered and allowed objection.
HELD:
Wide discretion given t/c under Art. 37.071 extends
only to question of relevance of facts sought to be proved. Art.
37.071 does NOT alter rules of evidence concerning MANNER of
proof.
Here altho facts contained in rap sheet may have been
relevant, manner in which St sought to prove them deprived D of
his constitutional rights of confrontation and cross examination.
CAPITAL MURDER
ISSUE :

--

INSUFFICIENT EVIDENCE ON FUTURE DANGEROUSNESS

Punishment evidence found insufficient on special issue #2
to show future dangerouness:
I.
Facts of offense:
D entered tortilla factory alone,
armed with derringer. He demanded money and shot cashier as
she pushed money towards him on counter

2. Prior Record: 25 year old D was on probation for felony
DWI at time of offense; there had been an assault upon
police officer but no trial resulted.

FB1
rap sheet [improperly admitted] reflected 10
-- arrests for DWl and "drunk" resulted in
arrests
convictions.
Other arrests [no convictionsl were for: DWI,
drunk in auto, possession marijuana, agg. assault on peace
officer and 3 burglaries.
Reputation:
law abiding.

3.

D had bad reputation for being peacable and
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No p s y c h i a t r i c t e s t i m o n y was o f f e r e d .
Other t h a n a s s a u l t on
peace o f f i c e r .
no showing o f any o t h e r a c t o f v i o l e n c e connected
with priors,
D had n o t had c o n v i c t i o n o r j u v e n i l e a d j u d i c a t i o n
f o r l a s t 5 years.
NOTE:
TCA considered i m p r o p e r l y a d m i t t e d FBI r a p sheet
i n determining s u f f i c i e n c y .
RATIONALE:
Admission o f
i l l e g a l evidence i s t r i a l e r r o r and t h e r e f o r e p r o p e r
remedy i s t o r e v e r s e c o n v i c t i o n and remand f o r new
trial.

D a v i d Michael JONES,
No.
428-84
-- On S t ' s PDR:
Burglary
C o n v i c t i o n Affirmed;
O p i n i o n b y Judge M i l l e r ,
Judges Onion and
Teague d i s s e n t ; 4/29/87
C t / A p p r e v e r s e d a t 666 S.W.2d

360.

--

DALLAS MAGISTRATES ACT
FOR PURPOSES OF ACT I S PROBATION
REVOCATION HEARING TRIAL ON MERITS SINCE I T FINALLY DETERMINES
DISPUTED ISSUES BETWEEN PARTIES?
TCA says no because D's
p r o b a t i o n i s n o t f i n a l l y revoked u n l e s s d i s t r i c t judge,
who
r e f e r r e d case t o m a g i s t r a t e , adopts m a g i s t r a t e ' s recommendations.
A l s o i m p o r t a n t here i s t h a t D consented t o r e f e r r a l .
NOTE:
TCA leaves open i s s u e o f whether D may p r o p e r l y
o b j e c t and c o n t e s t a u t h o r i t y o f m a g i s t r a t e t o p r e s i d e
over p r o b a t i o n r e c o v a t i o n h e a r i n g s .

Diane Marie MATTIAS,
No.
137-85 -- On S t 's PDR:
Offer t o
Engage i n Sexual Conduct f o r Fee C o n v i c t i o n A f f irmed;
O p i n i o n by
Judge Onion,
Judge M i l l e r concurs;
Judge Teague d i s s e n t s ;
D i s s e n t i n g o p i n o n by Judge C l i n t o n j o i n e d by Judge McCormick;
4/49/87
OFFER TO ENGAGE I N SEXUAL CONDUCT FOR FEE DOES NOT REQUIRE
ACTOR INTENDS TO FOLLOW THROUGH:

THAT

FACTS:
D a d m i t t e d a g r e e i n g t o engage i n sexual conduct f o r
a fee b u t t e s t i f i e d t h a t she d i d so o n l y i n an a t t e m p t t o f i n d a
way o u t of t h e apartment and t o a phone.
She t h e r e a f t e r a t t a c k e d
t h e s u f f i c i e n c y of evidence on a t h e o r y t h a t she never i n t e n d e d
t o consummate t h e " c o n t r a c t " c o m m i t t i n g t h e sexual a c t .
HELD:
I n t e n t t o consummate an o f f e r i s NOT an element of
o f f e n s e o f k n o w i n g l y o f f e r i n g t o engage i n sexual conduct f o r a
fee
under Sec.
4 3 . 0 2 ( a ) ( I ) PC.
RATIONALE:
Offense i s n o t a
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specific intent or result-type offense.
FINDINGS OF FACT -- WHERE CRIMINAL PROSECUTION IS TRIED BY
COURT WITHOUT JURY, T/J IS NOT AUTHORIZED TO FILE FINDINGS OF
FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW:
To extent that unauthorized "findings and conclusiong"
conflict with judgment and evidence supporting it, they are not
controlling.
Such findings should not be con~ideredin testing
sufficiency.

Craig Houston McCLAIN and Charles Vincent NAVARRO, Nos.
and 1194-85 -- On D's PDR:

1193-85

Prior TCA opinion reported at 687 S.W.2d 350.
ST1PULATIONS
-- ARTICLE 1.15 -- T/J'S SIGNATURE: When D's
consents to stipulate, T/C must sfgn that consent under Art.
1.15.
NOTE:
It is not the stipulation itself that must be
approved in writing by the t/j, rather, it is the D's
that
must
be
approved.
consent
to
st i pu l ate
Stipulation only becomes a "writing of the court" when
t/j places his signature on it.
CAUTION:
Stipulations, whether oral or written, in
cases involving a plea of NOT GUILTY before JURY do NOT
have to comply with Art. 1.15.
PROCEDURAL
NOTE:
It is OK to raise issue
of
noncompliance with Art. 1.15 for 1st time on appeal.
RATIONALE:
Omissions of this type render evidence
insufficient when it consists solely of stipulations.

Attempted
Keith DwightMANNING.
NO. 001-86 -- On D's PDR:
Murder Conviction Remanded to Ct/App; Opinion by Judge Davis;
Judge McCormick dissents:
Judges Clinton and White concur;
Dissenting Opinion by Judge Onion, joined by Judge Duncan;
4/29/87
Ct/App affirmed at 704 S.W.2d 825.
COMPETENCY
-- WHAT IS THE BURDEN WHEN RECORD REFLECTS
UNVACATED ADJUDCIATION OF INCOMPETENCY?

PRIOR,
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FACTS:
Unobjected to questions sufficiently showed that a
prior. unvacated judgment of incompetency existed and that
instant hearing was to once again determine competency.
After lengthy discussion of laws of competency and insanity
and their histories, TCA says Ex parte Yarborough. 607 S.W.2d 565
(Tex.Crim.App. 1980) is INCORRECT when it states that when burden
shifts to State the standard of proof is preponderance of
evidence.
HELD:
Once burden is shifted to State [such as by
showing of prior. unvacted adSudication].
St must prove D's
competency beyond a reasonable doubt.

No. 69,754 -- Post Conviction Writ
Relief Granted:
Opinion by Judge Clinton. Judge McCormick
concurs, Judges Onion and White dissent; 4/29/87
Ex parte Ronald MARTINEZ,

-- REVOCATION BASED ONLY ON CONVICTION ON NEW CHARGE,
PAROLE
WITHOUT REVOCATION HEARING* VIOLATES TEXAS CONSTITUTIONAL GUARANTEE OF DUE COURSE OF LAW:
Writ relief granted to parolee whose parole wes administratively revoked, without hearing, upon Board's learning that D had
been convicted of felony offense while free on parole.
NOTE: TCA cautions that different result might be
reached if revocation was MANDATORY in EVERY case.
-Problem here is in discretion vested in Board
i.e., due process and due course of law dictate that
parolee be afforded hearing to ventilate reasons be
believes that such discretion ought to be exercised in
his favor.

Romey Lynn POLK,
No. 969-85 -- On D'S PDR: Burglary Probation
Remanded to Ct/App -- Opinion by Judge Clinton, Judge McCormick
concurs; 5/6/87
PRESERVATION OF ERROR

--

CONTEMPORANEOUS OBJECTION:

FACTS:
During
D's probation revocation hearing
the
supervisor of D's probation officer was used by St in its attempt
to prove violation of terms concerning supervisory fees and
restitution.
It was clear that witness had no first hand
knowledge of D's probation file although he was custodian of
records.
Finding that

the Ct/App "has been too
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niggardly

in

its

application
of the contemproaneous objection rule to the
cfrcumstances of this particular case", TCA found the following
series of questions and objections SUFFICIENT to preserve hearsay
objection:

...

[Hlave you been in a supervisory
Q [Prosecutor]
capacity over the defendant during his probation?

A

No, I haven't.

Q

...

A

No, he hasn't.

[Hlas the defendant lived up to all. of the
conditions of his probation?

[Defense counsel] Objection, Your Honor, that's a
decision for the Court to make.
THE COURT:
Well, I'll let him answer, with the
that it is not binding on this Court, and
I take it to mean whether or not his testimony would be
whether or not he has met the conditions of probation.
Overrule that objection.
understanding

[Prsoecutorl Has Mr.
-- in accordance with your
records which you brought with you today, has Romey
Lynn Polk violated Condition J of his probation?

Q

A No, he hasn't..
Well, he has violated it.
followed that condition.

Q

Excuse me?

A

He has violated that condition, yes.

Q

All right.

How has he violated Condition

he hasn't

J?

A
According to our records, and not only do I have
chronological
records which are kept as busniess
records, I have our financial statement that I took off
the computer which is an accounting of all payments
that would have been made or have been made by any of
our probationers, and I ran that this morning -[Defense counsel Objection, Your. Honor. I would
state that the answer would be hearsay and that the
proper predicate has not been laid for the introduction
of such evidence.
THE COURT: . Have you offered those records?
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1'1 1 sustain the objection.
question is directed to

...

[Defense counsel]

Clarify what your

Excuse me, Your Honor?

THE COURT:
I said I sustain the objection.
sorry, I may not have been clear.

I'm

Re ask your question, Ms. [prosecutor], and see if
I understood your question and Mr. Woodward's answer to
it.
[Prosecutor] Mr. Woodward. has the defendant vialated Condition J and K of his probation?

Q

Q All right. And how has he violated Conditions J and
K of his probation?
[Defense Counsel1
I would object again. Your
Honor.
The answer calls for hearsay, and that proper
predicate has not been laid.
THE COURT:
Well, maybe I wasn't listening. Has
he tetified what he bases his opinion on? Maybe that's
what I missed.
[Prosecutorl
THE COURT:
the Court. I'll

All right.

Answer the question. It's in front of
overrule the objection at this time.

THE WITNESS:
I am basing my information, my
opinion on the business records of the probation
department. And according to those records, he has not
paid probation fees nor has he paid restitution.
I would again object, Your
[Defense counsel]
Honor,. on the grounds that the answer calls for
hearsay.
THE COURT:

I'll

overrule that

...

at this time.

Q

CProsecutorl All rfght.
Mr. Woodward, you have
stated that he has not paid probation fees nor has he
paid restitution for what months?
A

Spectfically, we have a1 leged the months of January
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and February of 1984.
Q
Are those the months that
restitution of probation fees?

he

has

not

paid

Q January and February?

A

Yes.

The Ct/App found that D failed to object to Woodward's
hearsay
testimony based on underlined exchange above.
TCA finds this
approach "enigmatic" since D.A. was restatlng questlon for
benefit and at express request of t/c.
TCA
discusses two-fold rationale for
contemporaneous
(1)
the estoppel notion that D will not be
objection rule:
heard retroactively to complain of admission of evidence he was
apparently content to have admitted at the time; and
(2)
preventing counsel from gambling that answer to question calling
for objectiona3le matter will be favorable, and then objecting
when it proves not to be.

HELD:
Neither of these rationales compels a finding in the
instant case that objectlon to question how D violated conditions
of probation came too late to embrace the immediately preceding
question whether D had violated those conditions.
TCA
examines role of proceedings before
contemporaneous objection rule and concludes:

t/j

and

the

"So long as the t/c is advised of
the
objectionable nature of evidence in such a
proceeding within a reasonable time after the
evidence is received, such that the St could
not be said to have begun to rely on the fact
that accused appears willing to have the
evidence admitted, there is no compelling
reason to require that objection be made before receipt of the evidence, even if it could
have been."
CAUTION:
TCA warns that different issues arises
when question is answered without objection but
counsel subsequently moves to have jury instructed
to disregard answer.
In contrast, in this case
-t/c was both fact finder and judge of law
appellate courts pay great defence to ability of
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t/c to act in this "dual capacity'' and separate
"I ess
its two functions.
For this reason.
diligence need be expected in the timeliness of an
objection in a proceeding
. before the court."
Herman Kenneth RABB.
Conviction Affirmed
DALLAS MAGISTRATE
DOCTRINE:

No.
0125-7-86
-- On D's PDR: Burlgary
-- Opinon by Judge Campbell; 5 / 6 / 8 7
ACT

DOES NOT VIOLATE

SEPARATION

OF

POWERS

TCA rejected D's claim that Dallas County Magistrate's Act
violated separation of powers doctrine on theory Legislature
delegated to district judges of Dallas County the power to create
"courts of concurrent jurisdiction".
RATIONALE:
If courts
really had "concurrent jurisdiction" then a case could be brought
in either forum; however, Act makes clear that such an option is
not available.
0 also argued that amendments to Arts. 2.09 and 4 . 0 1 .
V.A.C.C.P.
gave Dallas County magistrates power and authority
which is coextensive with that of district court judges.
TCA
rejected that argument because express terms of Act restricts
powers and duties of magistrates and does not remove them from
supervision of the district court judges.

PDRS --

EFFECT OF DENIAL

In two per curiam opinions handed down May 13, 1987. TCA
once again repeated its positlon that TCA's decision to refuse
D's PDR should not be construed as approval by TCA of the
language or reasoning used by Ct/App in reaching its decision.
However, in each opinion the Court expressly pointed to language
or reasoning employed by Ct/App and either expressly disapproved
or questioned it.
Jeffery Donne11 BOWMAN: Here TCA expressly "disapproved" of
following
language:
"the State's evidence was
not
sufficiently rebutted to negate its connection of the
accused to the offense."
Martin Wayne WHITTON:
Here TCA stated,
"we do not
necessarily agree with the Ct/App that inclusion of both
admissible
and
inadmissible testimony in a bill
of
exceptions waives any error in exclusion of the admissible
test imony. "
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Herman
Ray CANTRELL,
No.
60,975 -- On Direct Appeal:
7Opinion by Judge
Aggravated Robbery Conviction Affirmed
Onion; Judges Clinton, Miller and Campbell dissent; Judge Teague
dissents in part; 5/20/87
EXTRANEOUS OFFENSES

--

INTENT AND THE DOCTRINE'OF CHANCES:

FACTS:
X and Complaining Witness CCWI saw each other
socially.
He claimed that they had various consentual sexual
encounters over a period of time and that she returned to his
apartment one day with D who had a gun and knife and demanded
money from CW for having allegedly sexually assaulted her.
CW
gave check for $5,000. to X at D's insistence and when it was
presented for payment 10 minutes later. CW gave his approval.
In contrast, X testified that altho she was with CW several
times among friends, they were never intimate until he raped her
at his apartment.
She claimed that CW knew she was married at
.this time and identified D as her common law husband [altho they
had been previously ceremoniously married and divorced].
When X
told D what CW had done to her D became very upset.
The
following morning he and X went to CW's apartment where CW
suggested giving the couple money for counseling, etc. X denied
that D had either a gun or knife during this exchange.
St offered extraneous offense testimony of Y in rebuttal. Y
testified that when she awoke in her apartment at 8:30 a.m. one
day she saw D [whom did not know] pointlng a pistol at her.
He
took jewelry, gifts, cash, and her car.
HELD:
Extraneous offense testimony admissible on issue of
intent because:
"Even if it can be argued in the instant case
that appellant's intent can be inferred from
the act of obtaining a check made payable to X
and cashed at the bank after complainant's
authorization, the issue of intent was later
contested by X's testimony which was offered
by the appellant."
TCA used "doctrine of chances" -- i .e.. an inference of the
improbability of accident when an event occurs repeatedly.
Concerning the "similarities" between the two offenses, TCA
finds that the degree of similarity required between the primary
offense and the extraneous "is not so great where intent is the
material issue as when identity is the material issue."
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Lonzo BASS, No. 64. 130 -- On Direct Appeal: Murder Conviction
Reversed and Remanded -- Opinion by Judge McCormick: Judges
Onion and White dissent: Judge Duncan concurs; 5/20/87
SEARCH AND
EXCEPTION:

SEIZURE

--

FACTS HERE DO NOT

JUSTIFY

"EMERGENCY'

Facts:
On 4/24 D drove CW's 2 kids to school. He normally
then would return to CW's house because he did not have to go to
work unti 1 2:00 p.m.
Several neighbors saw D return in his
maroon Chevrolet at 8330 a.m.
Friend said she was talking to CW
around 8:00 a.m. when CW said she had to hang up because D was
there.
Around 10:30 a.m. neighbor heard couple of gunshots and
shortly thereafter heard car driving very fast down street.
Another neighbor testified that she saw a maroon Chevrolet
pulling away from CW's home at high rate of speed at about 11:OO
a.m.
When CW's son returned from school at 12:45 p.m., because he
was feeling sick, he could not get in the locked house.
No one
responded to his knocks.
He sat outside to wait. By 6:00 p.m.,
CW's
2 daughters had returned from school and joined in vigil.
Children then went to neighbor's house to call aunt.
When aunt
and husband arrived, they broke into CW's house and found CW
lying dead on kitchen floor.
Police determined

CW had been shot once in back

of

head.

Several people, including police, attempted unsuccessfully
to reach D on day of murder.
D did not attend work or show up
for CW's funeral.
Altho it was disputed who called whom, police
and D's
sister were in contact. After D's sister and other
relatives broke into D's house and obtained key [They were
concerned he had been "dragged" from the house or possibly
killed] they were met by officer.
Officer testified he did not know that relataives had been
in house before he arrived and that he was invited into house
specifically to establish if D's body was inside or he had been
victim of foul play.
Officer accompanied D's relatives into house and discovered
D was not home.
Officer asked sister for permission to take
some .25 caliber bullets and picture of D. 5 days after murder D
surrendered.
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HELD: By exceeding permissible scope of search for D's body
or signs of foul play, officer rendered an initially good search
bad.
Case easily distinguished from "emergency" cases where
search necessary to protect or preserve life or avoid serious
injury.
Here, searching through photographs, receipts, papers
and bills in a chest of drawers was beyond apparent "emergency".

Robert Jack COLLIER v. Judge Ted POE, No. 69,739 -- Original
Mandamus: Relief Conditionally Granted -- Opinion by Judge
hion, Juges White and McCormick concur; 5/20/87
LEGISLATIVE CONTINUANCES -- STATUTE MANDATORY -- STATE
NOT QUALIFY FOR "DUE PROCESSt1EXCEPTION IN CRIMINAL CASES:

DOES

An original mandamus was filed seeking to compel t/j to
vacate order denying D's motion for legislative continuance.
FACTS :
D indicted lO/10/86 for attempted murder and
aggravated assault.
Attorney David Bires was original and
current counsel.
12/1/86 cases set for trial on 1/5/87.
On
12/23/86 D filed motion for legislative continuance [supported by
affidavits]
by Attorney Bires and State Rep. Debra Danburg.
Uncontroverted from record that Danburg was retained as an
attorney for D more than 10 days in advance of 1/5/87 trial
setting. [Note: statutory requirement].
St did not controvert M/Continuance or set forth any speciif true, would demonstrate harm by
granting M/Continuance.

fic factual allegations that,

T/J
conducted hearing on M/Continuance on 1/2/87 and
overruled motions and entered order prohibiting Danburg from
being an attorney of record in D's 2 cases.
PROCEDURAL NOTE: D then filed motion for leave to file
application of writ of mandamus in TCA. TCA stayed
proceedings in t/c.
HELD:
After lengthy discussion of rule's history, TCA
rejected St's attack on constitutionality of mandatory legislative continuances. TCA relied on interpretation given by Tex.
S.Ct. and went further to find that present rule contains a due
process "exception" which does not apply to the State in criminal
cases.
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Wilfred Joseph MILLER.
Nos. 081-85; 082-85; 278-85 -- On D's
-M/Rehearing:
Aggravated
Robbery Convictions Reversed
Opinion by Judge Duncan; 5/27/87
Original TCA opinion delivered 9/24/86.
ARREST WARRANTS

-- RETURN TO THE 4 CORNERS DOCTRINE:

A unanimous TCA returns to the concept that a magistrate who
issues an arrest warrant may find probable cause only from the
"four corners" of the complaint presented to him.
The problem
here was that not all the affidavits given to magistrate were
shown to t/j.
In this case the officer presented a conclusory affidavit tc
magistrate.
Altho he had other affidavits from co-Ds and
witnesses which implicated D in series of robberles, none of this
evidence was offered or admitted by St to t/c who was passing on
probable cause issue.
Thus,
it was "inappropriate and
unnecessary to a disposition" that TCA discussed in original
opinion
fact that "other affidavits" were
considered
by
magi strate.
STATE
HAS
AFFIDAVITS:

BURDEN

OF

PRODUCING THE

CONTESTED

SUPPORTING

TCA expressly DISAVOWS that portion of Rumsey v. State, 675
S.W.2d 517 (TCA 84) that places burden of producing contested
supporting affidavit on D.
CORRECT RULE:
In addition to
producing arrest warraant, St must also carry burden of producing
for inspection of t/c the supporting affidavit. Once warrant and
supporting affidavit are produced by St and exhibited to t/c, it
is D's responsibility to see that both are in the record on
appeal if he seeks review.

Sexual
James Steven HOOBLER,
No.
1025-85 -- On D's PDR:
Assault Conviction Reversed -- Opinion by Judge White; 5/27/87
ARTICLE 1.13 -- STATE'S FAILURE TO SIGN WAIVER OF TRIAL BY
COMPELS REVERSAL:

JURY

Articles 1.13 and 1.15 require D.A. to consent in writing to
waiver of right to jury trial.
St did not do so here, so case
reversed.
CAUTION: This rule only applied when D asserts lack of
If issue
compliance with Art. 1.13 on DIRECT APPEAL.
is raised on collateral attack, St may introduce
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evidence apart from waiver showing its consent.

Roy Elvin GARDNER, No. 497-86 -- On D's PDR: Vurder Conviction
-- Opinion by Judge Campbell; Judges McCormick and
Affirmed
Miller concur in results; Dissenting opinion by Judge Clinton,
joined by Judge Duncan; Dissenting opinion by Judge Teague;
5/27/87

Ct/App affirmed at 711 S.W.2d 278.
PUNISHMENT EVIDENCE -- MURDER VICTIM'S PRIOR MURDER
IS NOT RELEVANT AT PUNISHMENT PHASE OF D'S TRIAL:

CONVICTION

FACTS: D pleaded guilty.
At punishment phase St filed
M/Limine to exclude victim's prior record.
D objected on theory
that Sec. 19.06 P.C. allows prior relationship between parties
and fact that D knew victim had been to TDC for murder was one of
the reasons he was afraid of him.
HELD:
Excluded evidence was not probative of issue of
punishment.
Sec. 19.06 does not enlarge classes of admissible
evidence.
Fact that victim had committed murder relates to
defensive theory of self-defense and is not relevant
to
mitigation of punishment.

parte Doris Jean SMILEY, No. 69,790 -- Post Conviction Writ
Relief Granted -- Opinion by Judge Davis; 5/27/87

Ex

T I ME

CREDITS

-- D IMPROPERLY RELEASED BY TDC:

FACTS:
In Sept. 1980 D was released from TDC on mandatory
supervision. In Jan. 1983 she was arrested and charged with vol.
manslaughter.
While she was awaiting trial, her release under
mandatory supervision was revoked. In May 1983 she was convicted
D returned to TDC in
of vol. manslaughter and given 15 years.
J'une 1983 but it appears that judgment and sentence in vol.
In Mar. 1984 D was
manslaughter case were never sent to TDC.
again released to mandatory supervision.
D was subsequently
arrested in July 1985 for forgery and pled guilty in Jan. 1986
and was given 3 years.
HELD:
D entitled to "fiat time" credit from May 1983 [date
of pronouncement of sentence in vol. manslaughter] to present
time.
She is also entitled to "good time" credits accumulated
during her prior TDC commitments since date of pronouncement of
sentence in May 1983.
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Anthony Fittzgerald TURNER,
Cumulation Order Set Aside -Miller dissentts; 6/2/87

No.
934-85
-- On D's PDR:
Opinion by Judge Onion; Judge

Ct/App affirmed at 695 S.W.2d 254.
SENTENCE
-- CUMULATION ORDER
SUPPORT ORDER TO "STACK":

--

INSUFFICIENT EVIDENCE

TO

Generally appeals from "stacking" of sentences involve an
attack on the adequacy of the t/j's order.
This case is unique
because it challenges the sufficiency of the St's
evidence to
support such an order.
FACTS:
Prior to Formal sentencing t/c conducted hearing on
St's
written motion for "consecutive sentencing" pursuant to
Article 42.08 V.A.C.C.P.
which requested that the sentence to be
imposed not begin until the sentence in a prior conviction
"(Cause Number 39,830)" had ceased to operate.
No further
description of prior conviction was set out in written motion.
St did not request t/j to take judicial notice of prior
conviction and t/j did not inform parties that judicial notice
was being taken.
Just before beginning hearing t/c stated that
in the cause number in question there was a judgment and sentence
entered against D; D.A. noted that another t/j had handled and
that case was on appeal.
HELD:
Evidence to support stacking order was insufficient.
Case does not have any of following:
* record evidence of prior conviction
* testimony
identifying D as
person
previously
convicted
* admissions or stipulations
indication that t/j took judicial notice of prior
* formal request for judicial notice of prior in
another court.
Kent James FULMER,
No. 971-85 -- On St's PDR: TCA Overturns
Ct/App Reversal, and Remands -- Opinion by Judge Miller; Judge
Teague dissents; Concurring opinion by Judge Clinton; 6/10/87

-- NO JEOPARDY BAR
DOUBLE
JEOPARDY
IMPROPERLY SETS OUT COMPLAINANT'S NAME:
HELD:

WHEN

IST

INDICTMENT

Acquittal entered in prior trial which was based
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on

Indictment which did not correctly set out complainant's ndme
[name alleged was Kim Nguyet] does NOT operate as bar to D's
prosecution under another indictment which correctly identifies
complainant [name was actually Kim Ngo].

394-86
-- On, D's PDR: Murder
Char 1 es ~ E J A R ~ E T T E , No.
Conviction Affirmed -- Opinion by Judge Miller; Judges Clinton
and Teague dissent; 6/10/87
Ct/App affirmed at 706 S.W.2d 680.

--

WARRANTLESS ARREST
TO ESCAPE?

WHAT CONSTITUTES EVIDENCE D MAY BE ABOUT

15 minutes
FACTS:
Entire offense witnessed by 1 person.
after offense committed, officers arrive and question witnes who
gives description of perpetrators, including unique "camouflage
military combat" type pants.
Shortly thereafter, acting on tip
from person fround near crime.scene, officers see D, who fits
description, walking on public street 2 blocks from crime scene.
D confronted, detained, and searched.
HELD:
Warrantless arrest OK.
TCA considers all facts
lfsted above and attaches significance to close proximity in time
of apprehension to crime itself and knowledge of
pursuit
furnished to D when police approached him shortly after crime.

Brenda Ann SCOTT,
Reversal by Ct/App
SUFFICIENCY

No.

--

0522-86 -- On St's PDR: TCA Overturns
Opinion by Judge Onion; 6/10/87

-- CORPUS DELICTI:

TCA stresses that connecting D to crime of murder is no
longer an element of the corpus delicti of murder.
[NOTE: This
connection obviously remains an element of the offense of murder
which St must prove beyond reasonable doubt.] TCA approves the
,I
strictly speaking
followlng defintion of corpus delicti:
means actual commission of a crime and someone criminally
resposible therefor and proof of the defendant's connection with
such crime is not part of the corpus delicti."

...

Here the cumulative factors were sufficient to support
guilty verdict of mother's murder of young son:
prior abuse of
child coupled with recent injury; fact that child died before
fire was set; fire set intentionally to cover up child's
death.
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NOTE:
It is immaterial that exact cause of death could not be
determined because indictment alleged striking son with "her hand
I'
Med. examiner testified
and by manner and means unknown
that all injuries suffered could have been inflicted by hand and
assist. Grand Jury foreman testifted that even after listening to
M.E.. grand jury did not feel it had enough information to determine manner and means of death.

...

Trevor TALLANT, No.
555-84 -- On St's PDR: Aggravated Rape
-- Opinion by Judge Clinton;
of Child Convicted Reversed
Concurring opinion by Judge Teague; Concurring and dissenting
opinon by Judge Onion; Dissenting opinion by Judge McCormick
joined by Judges Davis and White; 6/24/87
APPELLATE PROCEDURE -- PDR -- STATE MAY NOT RAISE PROCEDURAL
DEFAULT FOR FIRST TIME ON PDR OR UNTIMELY M/REHEARING:
St conceded at oral argument before Ct/App that search
warrant was ihvatid.
St never claimed on original submission
that there might be a problem with preservation of error.
The
1st time this is mentioned in on untimely motion for rehearing in
Ct/App.
HELD:
St cannot raise procedural default for 1st time
on PDR or untimely M/Rehearing.
Altho
TCA recognizes that motion
for
CAUTl ON :
rehearing in Ct/App is not a prerequisite for granting
PDR, Ct states "there will be instances where it is a
helpful tool for focusing attention on an adverse
determination of an issue ... and if it draws a responsive opinion from the court so much the better."
Mary SHALLHORN, No. 828-84 -- On St's PDR: Aggravated Robbery
Conviction Reversed -- Opinion by Judge McCormick; Concurring
opinion by Judge Onion joined by J u d ~ eMiller; 6/24/87
Ct/App reversed at 671 S.W.2d 730.
INVOLUNTARY GUILTY PLEA -- D THOUGHT SHE COULD APPEAL PRE-TRIAL
MOTION TO SUPPRESS CONFESSION:
Conviction reversed because record reflects D, her attorney.
and t/j all thought she could appeal pre-trial overruling of her
motion to suppress confession following her plea of guilty
without a plea bargain.
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Enrique "el Red" GARCIA,
No. 1283-86 -- On St's PDR: TCA
Overturns Relief Granted by Ct/App -- Opinion by Judge White;
Judge Miller dissents; Judge Duncan concurs in results; 6/24/87
COLLATERAL ESTOPPEL
APPEAL?

--

WHAT IS THE EFFECT OF HAVING LST CASE ON

Ct/App grants relief at 718 S.W.2d 785.
FACTS:
D indicted for cap. murder stemming from incident
Jury
where he fired shotgun at 2 police officers, kflling one.
convicts of voluntary manslaughter.
7 months later D indicted
for attempted cap. murder of officer not hit.
Prior to trial D challenges indictment by writ and motion to
dismiss.
Among grounds raised were his claim of collateral
estoppel on theory that jury at 1st trial determined that at time
of alleged offense, D acted out of sudden passion arising from an
adequate cause; thus. D reasonsed that the issue of his state of
mind could not be litigated a 2nd time at trial for attempted
cap. murder.
While
case pending oral argument
before
TCA,
vol.
manslaughter convictlon is appealed. Ct/App reverses on excusing
juror i ssue.
HELD :
Fact that D's vol. manslaughter convction was
overturned on appeal adversely affects his claim of collateral
--- "Since the pending nature of an appeal can render
estoppel
a judgment 'not final' for purposes of a double jeopardy claim,
the reversal of a judgment on appeal should eliminate its status
as being final and valid for purposes of collateral estaoppel."

Gary Lee SCHWENK. No. 61,084 -- On St's M/Rehearing: Criminal
Solicitation Conviction Affirmed -- Opinion by Judge McCormick;
Judge Clinton dissents; 6/24/87
An indictment for criminal
CRIMINAL SOLICITATION -- ELEMENTS:
~olicitationof murder need NOT allege the amount of money to be
paid or the manner of killing.

flvis BLACK,
No. 1046-84 -- On D's PDR:
Murder Conviction
-- Opinion by Judge Miller; Judge White concurs in
Reversed
result; Concurring and dissenting opinion by Judge Onion joined
by Teague; Dissenting opinion by Judge McCormick joined by Judge
Davis; 7/1/87
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PRETEXT ARREST:
In a plurality opinion, TCA finds no probable cause for
arrest and deems the following a pretext arrest:
2/1/79 Harris
County Sheriff received call from D's brother saying D has .25
caliber automatic stolen from local lounge.
Same a.m. CW's body
-- 5 .25 caliber bullets recovered from body.
discovered
Surveillance set up across from D's apartment.
D stopped after
officers see several traffic violations and placed under arrrest;
D told by officers they wanted to talk to him re: homicide. TCA
finds no probablce cause to arrest D without warrant -- all cops
knew was that D had gun with same caliber, had allegedly
burglarized building near murder scene. and lived nearby.
Bain, 677 S.W.2d 51 (TCA 1984)
Dodson, 646 S.W.2d 177 (TCA 1983)
Both these cases stood for proposition that there can never be
pretext arrest when D actually violated traffic law.
CASES OVERRULED:

a

James Edward Long, No. 867-85 -- On St's PDR: Sexual Abuse of
-- Opinion by Judge Duncan;
Child
Conviction
Reversed
Concurring opinion by Judge Teague; Concurring and dissenting
opinion by Judge Campbell; Dissenting opinion by Judge McCormick,
joined by Judges Davis and White; 7/1/87
Ct/App reversed at 694 S.W.2d 185.
CHILD WITNESS VIDEOTAPING STATUTE VIOLATES RIGHT OF CONFRONTATION
UNDER FEDERAL AND TEXAS CONSTITUTIONS:
NOTE:
There had been a split in the Cts/App with the
following Courts holding Art. 38.071, Sec. 2. V.A.C.C.P.
unconstitutional: Dallas and Ft. Worth.
Finding the Art.
concsitutional were both Houston Cts/App, Eastland, Beaumont
and Texarkana.

Fred MESHELL,
No.
1339-85 -- On St's PDR: Theft Conviction
-- Opinion by Judge Campbell; Dissenting opinion by
Affirmed
Judge Clinton; Dissenting opinion by Judge Teague; Dissenting
opinion by Judge Miller, joined by Judges Teague and Duncan;
7/1 /87
SPEEDY TRIAL ACT UNCONSTITUTIONAL AS VIOLATIVE OF SEPARATION OF
POWERS CLAUSE OF TEXAS CONSTITUTION.
QUERY:
Will this impact on separation of powers
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argument advanced in jury charge on parole cases?

Alex Benjamin Sklar.
No. 041-86 -- On D's PDR:
Possesslon
Controlled Substance Conviction Reversed -- Opinion by Judge
Mi 1 1 er; Judges. Onion and Davis concur; Concurring oplnion 'by
Judge teague; Dissenting opinion by Judge Mc,Cormfck joined by
Judge White; 7/1/87
Ct/App affirmed at 700 S.W.2d
WARRANTLESS ARREST

640.

-- NO EVIDENCE D ABOUT TO ESCAPE:

TCA rejected St's claim that arrest of D a half block from
hfs house was OK under Art. 14.04. V.A.C.C.P.
Record does not
support inference D was about to escape and officer knew D was
going home.

Ex parte Stephen Lynn RUSSELL,
No. 69,574 -- Post Conviction
Writ Relief Denied -- Opinion by Judge Miller; Judges Onion,
Clinton and Teague dissent; 7/1/87
PUN I SHMENT -- NO COLLATERAL ATTACK FOR PRIOR [NOT USED TO
ENHANCE PUNISHMENT] BASED ON FUNDAMENTALLY DEFECTIVE INDICTMENT:
Noting that cases dealing with enhancement law do not
control, TCA holds that if a D fails to object to a prior C O ~ V ~ C tion used at the punishment phase, he cannot subsequently
collaterally attack his conviction on the theory that the jury
had before it a prior conviction was basesd on a fundamentally
defective indictment.

No. 67.630 -- Capital Murder Conviction
David Lee POWELL.
Affirmed -- Opinion by Judge McCormick; Judge Duncan concurs;
Dissenting opinion by Judge Onion joined by Judge Clinton:
Concurring and dissenting opinion by Judge Teague; 7/8/87
PSYCHIATRIC TESTIMONY WITHOUT WARNINGS BY EXAMINER ALLOWED HERE:
TCA distinguishes this from Estelle v. Smith, 101 S.Ct. 1866
6th Amendment right to counsel was violated
where defense counsel was not notified in advance that exam would
encommpass issue of future dangerousness and there was no
Distinguishing factor
affirmative waiver of right to counsel.
here was that D urged defense of insanity during guilt-innocence.
(1981) in which D's

'
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C O U R T S

OF

A P P E A L S

Travis CARTER, No. 0286-043-CR, TARRANT COUNTY,
AGGRAVATED SEXUAL ASSAULT, Affirmed, March 11, 1987 13/18/87]
SPEEDY TRIAL ACT: The State announced ready within the Act's time
limits. The trial court returned the D to TDC to continue serving
his sentence in another case. The court set the case for pretrial
several
months later.
The D contended that the
State's
announcement of ready was rebutted by a showing that he was
absent from the jurisdiction and that the State failed to
exercise due diligence to obtain his return for trial. The C/A
held that the return of the D to TDC was the act of the trial
court, not the State. Once the State "timely establishes that a
defendant is within its jurisdiction and it is ready for trial,
the Speedy Trial Act is not negated by the subsequent actions of
the trial court in temporarily removing the defendant to another
jurisdiction."
Carlos SALAZAR, No. 02-86-059-CR, TARRANT COUNTY,
AGGRAVATED ROBBERY, Affirmed, March 12, 1987 [3/18/87]
RACIALLY MOTIVATED USE OF PEREMPTORY STRIKES: The D, relying On
U.S.
, 106 S.Ct. 1712, 90 L.Ed.2d 69
Batson v. Kentucky,
(1986), challenged t E ~tate'suse of peremptory strikes to
excuse blacks from the D's jury. The C/A noted that the D did not
object to the strikes until after the jury was sworn. The C/A
held that in order to preserve this issue for appellate review,
an accused must object after the strikes are made, but before the
jury is sworn.
Donne11 TOWNSEND, No. 06-86-059-CR, GREGG COUNTY,
BURGLARY OF A BUILDING, Affirmed, March 17, 1987 [3/25/871
RACIALLY MOTIVATED USE OF PEREMPTORY STRIKES: The D, relying on
U.S.
, 106 S.Ct. 1712, 90 L.Ed.2d 69
Batson v. Kentucky,
(1986), challenged t K ~tate'suse of peremptory strikes to
excuse all eight blacks from the D's jury. The State responded
that
several of the potential jurors were young and the
prosecutor tended to strike young jurors in favor of persons who
have longer ties with the community. She further testified that
she considered oral responses,
appearances,
and the
way
prospective jurors reacted to the defense counsel. She further
gave such subjective reasons as the lack of eye contact and
attentiveness, no development of back-and-forth relationship
during voir dire, a short term of employment, a single person
with no children who lacked jury experience, an indefinite answer
on the personal data form, a response not as favorable as from
other jurors, an asking of unusual questions in earlier jury
selections; an illegible information sheet, and a lack of
information about the jury panel member because she was not
initially expected to be eligible for the jury. The C/A held that
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these answers effectively rebutted the inference
improper use of peremptory strikes.

of

racially

Comment: The Batson case provided a set of rules about how to
raise the issue, but failed to provide much guidance concerning
how the prosecutor could rebut the inference'raised when he/she
used peremptory strikes to eliminate all blacks from a jury. Here
the C/A accepted totally subjective and nonverifiable answers by
the prosecutor as justifications. ~t is interesting to note that
the answers given are impossible for any defendant to rebut as
they are not matters of record and are essentially based upon a
non-quantifiable, non-verifiable opinion of the prosecutor. If
this is the actual standard to be applied, then Batson is clearly
a hollow reed with no meaning as any prosecutor will always be
able to make such unchallengable excuses. Note too that the
Supreme Court in Batson stated that the State would have to
give some explanation as to why the juror was unacceptable in the
case at bar. It appears that they recognized this problem and
specifically held that the excuse given must establish why a
in this case and not merely generally
juror would be unacceptable --unacceptable.
In other words, why is a young person an
unacceptable juror in this case? What is there about this
particular case that makes a young person a suspect juror?
Query: did the State also strike all young whites in the panel?
Presumably further litigation will resolve these issues.
Michael Wayne GOODIN, No. 02-85-272-CR, TARRANT COUNTY,
MURDER, Affirmed, March 28, 1987 [4/1/871
LESSER INCLUDED OFFENSES: The D was charged with murder. His
defense was that he was helping the deceased commit suicide. The
C/A
held that aiding a suicide encompasses action which
indirectly contributes to another's voluntary suicide, "such as
providing access to poison or a gun We do not believe that this
offense includes action on the part of an accused which directly
causes the death of another, even if done at the deceased's
request." Consequently, aiding a suicide is not a lesser included
offense of murder and the D was, therefore, not entitled to a
charge on aiding a suicide.

.

Billy Clyde DELONEY, No. 05-86-300-CR, DALLAS COUNTY,
AGGRAVATED ROBBERY, Affirmed, March 24, 1987 [4/1/871
BOLSTERING: The two witnesses testified that they picked the
accused from a police photographic lineup. The State was then
permitted to elicit from a police officer, over objection, that
the witnesses had seen a photographic lineup and had picked
someone from the photos.
The D complained that this was
bolstering. The C/A recited the usual language about bolstering,
but then held that the police witnesses had merely testified that
the prior witnesses had picked someone from the photographs.
According to the C/A, as long as the police officers don't say
that the witnesses picked the accused from the photographs, it
doesn't
corroborate
the
prior identification and
isn't
bolstering.
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Carl J. HUDSON, No. 05-86-00662-CR, DALLAS COUNTY,
SOLICITATION OF A CHILD, Reversed & Acquitted, May

20,

1987

C5/27/871
Defendant was charged with solicitation of a child,
in that he invited a child younger than 14 to enter an "enclosed
area" for the purpose of proposing to such child the performance
of a sexual act. The testimony showed that the place in question
was an area bounded by two carnival booths which were separated
by a walkway and two large trailers. The C/A noted that "enclosed
area" was not defined in the Penal Code, so, looking to the
legislative intent of the statute, determined that it was of the
same nature and general class as the other terms used in the
statute,
namely: vehicles, buildings and structures. After
considerable effort, the majority held that since there was an
open walkway into the area at issue, it was not an "enclosed
area" for purposes of this statute. The dissent suggests that a
private area which is closed on three of four sides, encompassing
no more than 16 square feet, "where a child is vulnerable to
sexual contact, is an "enclosed area".
SUFFICIENCY:

James Hayden SMITH, No. 05-96-00632-CR, DALLAS COUNTY,
DELIVERY OF LSD, Affirmed, June 1, 1987 [6/10/87]
The defendant objected to the failure of the trial
court to include an entrapment charge. At trial he had admitted
the act of delivery of the substance, but denied that he knew
what the substance was, thus, denying committing the offense
since he denied the intent element. The C/A held that the trial
court did not have to charge the jury on entrapment unless the
defendant admitted the entire offense. The C/A relied, in part,
on U n i t e d S t a t e s v. H e n r y , 749 F.2d 203, 205 (5th Cir. 19841,
while acknowledging in a footnote that not all federal circuits
followed the rule announced in H e n r y .
ENTRAPMENT:
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The Court's Charge in Criminal Cases
by 17tomas D. Blackwell, Senior Districf Judge, Travis County, Texas

General
Statutory Requirements
The jury is the exclusive judge of the
facts, but is hound to receive the law from
the court and be governed thereby.'
The charge to the jury is the final set of
instructionsgiven by the judge to the jury,
after conclusion of aU evidence and before
argument, which informs the jury as to the
rules of law that apply to the issues raised
by the indictment or information and the
evidence?
The charge must be in writing distinctly
setting forth the law applicable to the case;
not expressing any opinion as to the weight
of the evidence, not summing up the testimony, discussing the facts or using any
argument calculated to arouse the sympathy or excite the passions of the jury?

The Bifurcated Submission
Since 1965 the Texas Code of Criminal
Procedure has provided for a two-phase
jury trial on pleas of Not Guilty in all
criminal cases, other than misdemeanor
cases over which the justice or municipal
court has jurisdiction, where the defendant
bas elected in writing for the jury to assess punishment or where probation is an
issue?
The bifurcated trial requires two
separate charges to the jury. Before argument begins on the issue of guilt or innocence the first charge is given to the
At the punishment phase of the trial, after the introduction of evidence has
been concluded, the court shall give such
additional instructions to the jury as may
be neces~ary.~

Review of Charge on Appeal
The failure to give a correct charge is
error, but the judgment will not be
reversed on appeal unless harm to the
defendant can be shown.'
The criteria set in 1985 by Aliimnza is:
(1) where error is objected to, reversal is
required if the error is calculated to injure
the rights of the defendant, i.e.: some harm
to defendant from the error; (2) where er-

not set out alternative manner and means
of committing the offense found in the statute, unless the alternative manner and
means have been alleged in the indictment
or information and are supported by the
evidence.''
Where the statutory definition of an
offense includes the commission of another
offense, the abstract law relating to both
offenses should be set out. For example,
the defmition of robbery requires that it be
committed during the commission of a
theft; therefore both the offenses of robbery and theft must be set out.
Where the offense charged is an aggravated offense, the statutory provisions
Charge on Guilt or Innocence making it such as alleged in the indictment
or information must be set out.
Commerzcement
If the indictment or information contains
After a proper caption and salutation, the more than one count and if more than one
charge is commenced by stating to the jury count is submitted to the jury, then the subthe offense with which the defendant stands stantive law applicable to each count must
charged, the county in which the offense be charged.
The paragraph setting out in the abstract
was alleged to have been committed, the
date of the alleged offense, and the defen- the substantive law violated should also
specify the culpable mental state required,
dant's plea to the charge.
but a failure to do so in this paragraph is
not reversible error if it properly set out
Statute Violated
in the paragraph applying the law to the
Since allpenal offenses in Texas are pro- facts.'"
The range of punishment should not be
hibited by statute, the statute violatedmust
be set out. It is customary for the trial placed in the court's charge until the
judge to submit a charge to the jury, first punishment phase of the trial.
on the abstract principles of the law, and
then followed by an application of those
principles to the facts of the case?
The definition of any term or words
The trial judge should be careful to set
out only that portion of the statute that ap- which are defined in the statute or which
plies to the 3ffense charged in the indict- have been required by law to be defmed
ment or information.1° The trial judge should next be set out in the court's charge.
should not charge on phases of the law not Do not define terms that are not necessary
covered by the indictment or information to the applicable law and evidence. Parnor on phases of the law not supported by ticular care should be exercised so that
only the portion of the statutory definition
the evidence."
A charge setting out the law in the ab- that is applicable to the case on trial is set
stract that includes a portion of the law that out in the court's charge.15
Words of common understanding need
was not plead or supported by the evidence
is useless and may confuse the jury; but not be defined in the charge.I6 Failure to
is not harmful to the defendant unless used give a statutory definition on request held
in the portion of the charge applying the not to be reversible error where there was
no issue, argument, dispute or confusion
law to the facts."
The principle may be stated as, i.e.: do about what was meant."
ror is not objectedto, reversal is required
only if the harm is so egregious that the
defendant has not had a fair and impartial
trial!
In both situations, Almanzu requires that
the actual degree of harm be assayed in
light of the entire jury charge, the state of
the evidence, including contested issues
and weight of probative evidence, the argument of counsel and any other relevant
information revealed by the record of the
trial as a whole; so that IUI error in the
charge requires automatic reversal [reversing Cumbie v. State, 578 S.W.2d 732
(Cr.App. 1979) to that extent only].
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Culpabb Mental State
Note that V.T.C.A. Penal Code 56.02
requires the culpablemental state ofintentionally, knowingly, recklessly or negligently to be alleged unless the offense
plainly dispenses with any mental element." The culpable mental state alleged
must be properly defmed in the charge.
Only that portion of the statutory definition that is applicable to the case on trial
should be included in the court's charge.
So where the statute prohibits intentionally
or knowingly "causing" a result, on motion
of the defendant, the definition of intentionally and knowingly must be limited to
"causing" the r e s ~ l t . ' ~

Law of Parties
The old law of principal and accomplices
has been repealed; the distinction between
principal and accomplices has been
abolished; and the law of parties has been
sub~tituted.~~
If the evidence supports a charge on the
law of parties, the court may charge on the
law of parties even though there is no such
allegation in the indictment or informati~n.~'
The abstract law of parties should he set
out first and then the abstract law applied
to the facts of the case. It has been held
that the failure to do so is not fundamental
error in absence of an objecti~n.~'
A general application authorizing a conviction for "either acting alone or with
another or others as a party as that term
is herein defined" is ~ufficient;~'unless
there is an objection or a request that the
law be applied to the specific facts of the
case;" but even there the failure may be
harmles2'
The defendant is entitled to a charge that
mere presence alone is insufficient to prove
one a party.26
Applying the Law to the Facts
This is the most critical part of the
court's charge. In applying the law to the
facts the elements of the offense must be
set out and this is normally done by tracking the exact languageof the indictment or
information. This procedure is highly
recommended, hut the failure to track the
statute exactly may not be error where the

substituted language comports with and is
equivalent to the statute and the legal theory in the indictment or information."
For an excellent discussion of the errors
to be avoided by the trial court in applying the law to the facts see C~tmbiev. State,
578S.W.2d732 (Cr.App. 1979). Note: As
per "Almanza"the "Cumbie"errors are no
longer automatically reversible on appeal,
but remain errors nonetheless. The four
main errors to he avoided are, i.e.:
(1) Omission in the charge of an element
in the indictment or information which is
required to be proved.28This includes the
failure to require proof of the culpable
mental state.29
(2) Authorizing a conviction on a theory
not alleged in the indictment or information.%
(3) Authorizing a conviction on a theory
alleged in the indictment or informationbut
not supported by some evidence."
(4) Authorizing a conviction for noncriminal c~nduct.~"
Where in the same statute the manner
and means of committing the offense is set
out in the disjunctive (or), the charge may
properly authorize a conviction in the disjunctive (or) even though the indictment or
information alleges the manner and means
in the conjunctive (and)."
The code specifically prohibits the trial
judge from commenting on the weight of

the evidence in the charge.% A charge
that assumes the truth of a controverted
fact issue is a comment on the weight of
the evidence and is erroneou~.~'
This 'can
generally be avoided by the use ofphrases
such as "if any" or "if he did" or "if it was."
Converse InstrucNons
Each part of the charge authorizing a
conviction where the jury fmds that the e l e
ments of the crime have been proved heyond a reasonable doubt must conclude
with a general converseinstructionrequiring
an acquittal if the jury does not so find or
if they have a reasonable doubt thereof.%
The general converse instruction at the
conclusion of the paragraph applying the
law to the facts is generally sufficient."
However the failure to give a separate and
specific converse charge at the request of
the defendant bas been held to be error in
D.W.I. cases."
Where a f f i a t i v e evidence has been introduced to rebut any element of the State's
theory, the defendant is entitled, on request, to a separate and specificcharge that
presents his defense as a converse to the
State's theory."
Lesser Included Offenses
Submit in a separate paragraph any less-

SENTENCING ALTERNATIVE
PLANNING
Our Defense Pre-Sentence Investigations:
C a r r y favorable weight in the sentencing decisions
of 85% of the judges who read them
l
Minimize potential post-conviction problems
l
Incorporate anticipated changes in federal sentencing practices
l
Include a sentencing recommendation and, when
appropriate, alternatives to incarceration

Sentencing and Parole Consultants
National Legal Services
710 Lake View Avenue, Atlanta, GA 30308
Call now: 1-800-241-0095
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er included offense, including an attempt,
which is authorized by law, raised by the
evidence and requested by the State or
defendant.'
Just because a lesser offense is included
within proof of a greater offense, a charge
on such is not required unless there is testimony raising the issue that the defendant,
if guilty, is guilty only of the lesser
offense."
A defendant's own testimony (though
contradicted) is sufficient to require a
charge on a lesser included 0ffense.4~
It is not sufficient to simply authorize a
conviction on a lesser included offense.
The lesser included offense is submitted by
first defining the offense in the abstract and
then by applying the law to the facts."
It is error to charge on a manner and
means of committing the lesser included
offense that is not alleged in the indictment
or information or supported by the
evidence."
Note that in a murder case where evidence raises the issue of voluntary manslaughter, the State has the burden of
proving beyond a reasonable doubt that the
defendant "was not acting under the immediate influence of a sudden passion arising from an adequate cause." When raised
by the evidence this instruction should be
in the paragraph applying the law of murder to the facts of the case.&

Separate Counts
Submit any separate counts contained in
the indictment or information which are
suppoaed by the evidence and which have
not been abandoned by an election.

Affirmative Defenses and Defenses
Affirmative defenses must be proven by
the defendant by a preponderance of the
e~idence.'~While a defense must be
raised by the defendant, the State has the
burden of disproving the defense beyond
a reasonable doubt; and a ground of
defense that is not plainly labeled is to be
treated as a defense."
A defense thwry when authorized by
law, raised by the evidence and requested
by the defendant must always be submitted to the jury. The defendant has a right
to an affirmative instruction on every
defensive issue raised by the evidence
whether the evidence is produced by the
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State or defense, whether it is strong or
feeble, whether it is impeached or contradicted, or whether it is conflicting."
Note that if the defendant's alleged
defensive theory merely negates an dement of the offense, no affumative charge
need be given." Common law defenses,
even though not codified in the Penal
Code, have not been abolished." But
where language in the new Code is equivalent to the former language, a charge under the new Code is sufficient. For
example where "reasonable belief' in a self
defense charge is defined under the new
Code the former law of "apparent danger"
need not be charged."

ble doubt and the presumption of
evidence.62
Reasonable doubt need not be
defined.63
Charge on reasonable doubt under the
former code held sufficient even though it
failed to specifically require each element
of the offense to be proved beyond a
reasonable d o ~ b t . ~

Concluding lustructions
Suhmit the usual "last page instruclions"
such as Failure of lhc Ucfendnnl u) Ted
fy, Indictment ~ 6 Evidence,
t
Jury as
Judges of the Facts,Xury Not to Discuss
Any Matter not in Evidence, Etc.

Evidentiary Instructions
Verdict Fonns
Where evidence which is admissible as
to one party or for one purpose but not adA separate verdict form for each defenmissible as to another party or for another dant and each possible verdict should be
purpose is admitted, the coua upon request attach&'
however, failure to do so is
shall restrict the evidence to its proper not reversible error where there is no obscope and instruct the jury a~cordingly.~~
jection.&
Where a fact issue has been raised as to
the admissibility of a confession, the defendant is entitled to a charge to the jury on
Charge on Punishment
that issue."
General
Accomplice testimony must be corroboStatutory Requirements
rated "by other evidence tendimg to connect the defendant to the offense charged"
At the punishment phase of the trial, afand the defendant is entitled to a proper ter the evidence has been concluded, the
charge (accomplice as a matter of law or court shall give in thosecases going to the
fact) when this issue is raised."
jury for punishment such additional inImpeaching evidence should be limited structions as may be deemed necessary."
to the purpose for which it was admitted."
Purpose of the Charge on Punishment
Extraneous offenses must be limited to
the purpose for which they are offeredunThe charge on punishment informs the
less they are part of the res gestae or prove jury as to the range of punishment that may
one of the main issues."
be imposed for the offense for which the
Where an issue of fact is created by the defendant has been convicted, and what
evidence on probable cause for arrests8or rules to follow in determining the
reasonable suspicion59for detention, the punishment.
defendant is entitled to a charge under the
provision of Vernon's Ann. C.C.P. art.
Non-Capital Cases
38.23.
Punishment Range
A charge on presumption is erroneous
The correct punishment range must be
unless it includes the provisions of Verstated. Where probation is an issue-it is
non's Ann. P.C. S e ~ . 2 . 0 5 . ~
A charge on circumstantial evidence is good practice to enumerate the conditions
no longer required in Texas in any case.6' of probation, but it is not error to fail to
do so.68
Where prior convictions have been alPresumption of Innocence, Burden of
leged in the indictment for enhancement
Proof and Reasonable Doubt
purposes and evidence has been introduced
It is error to fail to charge on reasona- to prove such allegations, the court's

charge must include proper instruction in
regard thereto.69
Prior convictions may be introduced
even though not alleged in the indictment
or infordtion."' Note: The details of
prior conviction are not admissible.
Evidence
The Code of Criminal Procedure specifically provides that evidence may be
offered at the punishment hearing by the
State and defendant as to prior criminal
record of the defendant, his general reputation and his character?'
Evidence that is relevant to mitigation
of punishment or probation is also admi~sible.~
In determining punishment the jury may

consider evidence elicited at the guilt stage charge blank verdict forms for each defenas well as evidence presented at the punish- dant and for eachpossihle punishment verdict of the jury.
ment stage."
Evidence by way of a defense is not adCapital Cases
missible at the punishment stage of the
trial."
Upon a finding that the defendant is
guilty of a capital offense, the court shall
General Instructions
conduct a separatesentencingpmeedure to
It is customary to instruct the jury that determine whether the defendant shall be
in arriving at the penalty to he affixed it sentenced to death or life imprisonment."
All relevant evidence is admissible. The
is not proper for the jury to fix the same
State7' and the defendant7' are entitled to
by lot or chance.
The former law prohibiting the jury to use expert witnesses on the question of
discuss any possible action of the Board of whether the defendant is likely to commit
Pardons and Paroles has been supplanted criminal acts of violence that will conatiby statute-the constitutionality of which tute a continuing threat to society.
A psychiatrist appointed to determine
has not been finally decided."
It is necessary to attach to the court's competency may not use statements made
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Evidence: Clarity and Vitality
Some of Those Other Federal Rules
by Geoffrey A. MzGerald

Part I1
Mr. FitzGeruWs 0 8 c e is in Temple. He
practices in Travis, Bell and other central
Texas counties. He is board certified both
in Criminal Law and in Civil ~ k aLaw.
l
Last fall he taught the Advanced Criminal
Procedure Course at Baylor in Waco.
The first part of this article appeared in the
June, 1987 issue on page 29.
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government agency records
civil cases
Em. R. CN.P. 44
Wright &Miller: Civil 552403, 2411, 2431, 2437
criminal proof same manner as civil cases
FED. R. CRIM. P. 27
Wright: Criminal 2d $441
certificates of authentication
22 CFR 131.1, 131.2
particular kinds of government records
Wright & Miller: Civil 52403

habeas corpus
notaries are obsolete
28 U.S.C. 51746
Wright, Miller & Cooper: Jurisdiction 554261 ff
handwriting
admissibilitv
28 u.s.6. 51731
West keynote, Evidence 197
C.J.S. Evidence @611 ff
Wright & Graham: Evidence $85191 ff
authenyication of official record
FED. R. CN. P. 44
subpoena for production of documentary evidence
FED. R. CN. P. 45@)
hearings on motions, not trials
proof by affidavit permitted rather than in person
in civil cases
FED.R. CN. P. 43(e)
not in criminal cases
FED. R. CRIM P. 26
unswom declarations
notaries are obsolete

SEE: unswom declarations
husband-wife privilege
imponation of alien for immoral purpose
no privilege
8 U.S.C. $1328
immunity
18 U.S.C. 5$6001-6005
importation of alien for immoral purposes
no husband-wife privilege
8 U.S.C. $1328
income tax return disclasure
confidentiality
26 U.S.C. %I03
incompetence of the accused to stand trial
before and during trial
18 U.S.C. 63481
Wright: Criminal 2d $5196, 206, 401 ff, 405
West keynote: Witnesses 88
West keynote: Mental Health 432, 434, 436
C.J.S. Insane Persons $5127, 129, 130
C.J.S. Witnesses 5120
finding of competence by trial judge not admissible before the jury
upon an insanity defense
18 U.S.C. 54241(fJ

Indian territorv
intruduction of intuxicating liquor
evidence of mssession ih .
prima facie evidence
18 u.s.~.
3488
West keynote, Indians 38(5)
C.J.S. Indians 583
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informants
competent witnesses
28 U.S.C. $1822
West keynote. Witnesses 94
C.J.S. Witneses 8122
fees and allowan&
28 CFR 21.1 ff
insanity defense
tinding of competence by trial judge not admissible before the jury
won an insanitv defense
-18 U.S.C. gi241(f)
West keynote: Mental Health 432. 434. 436
C.J.S. Gsane Persans $$127, 129, 130
C.J.S. Witnesses $120
interpreters
admissibility
F6D. R. CRUl P. 28
federal programs
28 U.S.C. $01827. 1828
28 CPR 21.1 ff
West's Federal Forms gS4612-4632
iuferspousal privilege
SEE: husband-wife privilege
interstate commerce
foreign commerce
kidnaapining interstate rebuttable mesumotion of intent to transnort
in in&;staie or foreign comer&
18 U.S.C. PI201
Wright: Criminal 2d 9126
obscene materials, transporting for sale
rebuttablepresumption of intent to transport in interstate or foreign
commerce
18 U.S.C. 81465
West's Fed. Jury Practice $62.22
riot, interstate commerce
rebuttable presumption of intent to travel in interstate or foreign commerce or use interstate commerce facilities
18 U.S.C. $2101
West's Fed. JUN Practice 660.06
theft or embzzl&ent case "
interstate or foreign commerce
waybill or shipping document
prima facie evidence
18 U.S.C. 5659
West keynote, Criminal Law 201
Wright: Criminal 2d 0126
judicial record
any U S . court
copy admissible when original has been lost
application of party not responsible for the loss
notice requirements
28 U.S.C. 81734
West keynote, Evidence 0341
West keynote, Records $17(1)
C.J.S. Evidence $649 ff
C.J.S. Process $23
C.J.S. Records 842
where United States is a party
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notice requirements
28 U.S.C. $1735
West keynote, Evidence $332(1)
West keynote, Records 517(1)
C.J.S. Evidence $0629 ff
C.J.S. Pmcess $23
C.J.S. Records 842
w e s n Federal Gems $3940
civil cases
FED. R. CN. P. 44
Wrieht &Miller: Civil -6i52411.. 2437
criminal proof same manner as civil cases
FED. R. CIUM.P. 27
Wright: Criminal 2d $441
Particular kinds of government records
Wrigbt & Miller: Civil $2403
judicial record
child custody order
SEE: child custody order

-

judicial record
of a state, territory or pwession
admissible in state and federal proceedings
full faith and credit
28 U.S.C. $1738
U.S. CONST.art. 4, gl
West keynote, Evidence 328, 347
West keynote, States 5 112
C.J.S. Evidence $8667 ff
C.J.S. States 69
C.J.S. Statutes $585, 450
Wright & Miller: Civil 862403. 2411. 7A37
~ r i i h&
t Cooper: ~uris&ion '854106, 4469, 4470-4472
Wright: Criminal 2d 0441
Wesl's Federal Forms $03940, 3945
kidnapping
rebumble presumption of intent to transport in interstate or foreign
commerce
I8 U.S.C. glzol
Wright: Criminal 2d $126
lack of record
FED. R. Crv. P. 44@)
nonjudicial proceedings
of a state, territory or possession
admissible in state and federal proceedings
authentication cross-exem~liiiedcooies
fdlfaith and credit
28 U.S.C. 61739
West keynote, Evidence 325
West keynote, States 5 112
C.J.S. Evidence $626
C.J.S. States $9
C.J.S. Statutes $$85, 450
Wright & Miller: Civil $82403, 2411, 2437
Wrigbt: Criminal 2d $441
Wesh Federal Forms §$3940, 3946
obscene materials
transporting for sale
rebuttablepresumption of intent to transport in interstate or foreign

commerce
18 U.S.C. 61465
West's Fed. Jury Practice $62.22
officer's bond
copy admissible
28 U.S.C. $1737
West keynote, Evidence $343(1)
C.J.S. Evidence $660
West's Federal Forms 63940
civil cases
FED. R. CIV. P. 44
Wright & Miller: Civil $$2411,2437
criminal moof same manner as civil cases
C m . P. 27
FED.
Wright: Criminal 2d 6441
particGar kinds of
records
Wright & Miller: Civil $2403

<

official records
authentication in civil cases
FED. R. CW. P. 44(a)
cross-references for specific official records
SEE: official records
cross-references
other forms of proof
FED. R. CIV. P. 44(c)
criminal proof same manner as civil cases
FED. R. C m . P. 27
special, specific statutes
for admissibility of records
over 50 statutes listed
from 16 Titles of the U S . Code
FED. R. ClV. P. 44
Notes of Advisory Committee on Rules
lack of record
FED. R. CN. P. 44(b)
official records
cross references
child custody order
SEE: child custody order
congressional journals
SEE: congressional journals
consular documents
SEE: consular documents
foreign law
SEE: foreign law
foreign official records
SEE: foreign oflicial records
foreign patent records
SEE: foreign patent records
full faith and credit
SEE: full faith and credit
government agency records
SEE: government agency records
judicial record
any U S . court
SEE: judicial record
any U S . court
judicial record
child custody order
SEE: child custody order

judicial record
state, territory or possession
SEE: judicial record
state, territory or possession
nonjudicial proceedings
SEE: nonjudicial proceedings
officer's bond
SEE: officer's bond
patent office records
SEE: patent office records
postal service records
SEE: postal service records
statutes
SEE: statutes
Parental Kidnapping Prevention Act
28 U.S.C. 61738A I"PKPA"1
West keynoie, con& 514 West kevnote. Parent & Child 20)
C.J.S. dourti $548
C.J.S. Parent & Child $32
aatent office records
copies as admissible as originals
28 U.S.C. 81744
FED. R. CN. P. 44
Wright & Miller: Civil $82403,2411, 2437
FED.R. C m . P. 27
Wright: Criminal 2d $441
West keynote, Evidence 341
West keynote, Records 15
C.J.S. Evidence $9649 ff
C.J.S. Records $638, 40
West's Federal Foms $3940
perjury
general statutes
18 U.S.C. $$1621-1623
other statutes
18 U.S.C. 81920 [federal employees]
18 U.S.C. $895 [extortionate credit]
18 U.S.C. $3185 [extradition]
18 U.S.C. 32514 [wiretaps]
18 U.S.C. $1406 [narcotics]
foreien denositions

22-u.s.~.$4221
West keynote, Evidence 380(1)
West keynote, Perjury 9(2)
C.J.S. Evidence 66625. 733
C.J.S. perjury $22
postal service records
official certficate is prima facie evidence of payment demand
28 U.S.C. $1743FED. R. CN. P. 44
Wright & Miller: Civil $$2403, 2411, 2437
FED.R. C m . P. 27
Wrieht: Criminal 2d 6441
~ e s ;keynote, ~videnk.341
West keynote, Records 15
C.J.S. Evidence 80649 ff
C.J.S. Records $838, 40
West's Federal Forms 83940
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production of documentary evidence
FEU. R. CN. P. 45I.b)
prosecution witness
SEE: witness statements
prostitution
importation of aliens for immoral purpose
keeping alien female for purposes of prostitution
SEE: aliens
public trial
not required in R E 0 cases
18 U.S.C. $1967
riot
interstate commerce
rebuttable presumption of intent
to travel in interstate or foreign commerce
or use interstate commerce facilities
128 U.S.C. $2101
West's Fed. Jury Practice $60.06
seduction of a female at sea
her testimony must be corroborated
18 U.S.C. $2198
self-incrimination
SEE: defendant
shipping document
shipments between US. and foreieu wrts
prika facie proof of receipt of
46 U.S.C. 8193
theft or embezzlement case
interstate or foreign commerce
waybill or shipping document
prima facie evideuce of
character of shipment
18 U.S.C. $659
West keynote, Criminal Law 201
Wright: Criminal 2d $126
similar interstate arid foreieu commerce
presumption statutes
SEE: interstate commerce

-

special, specific statutes
for admissiblity of ofkicial records
over 50 statutes listed
from 16 Titles of the US. Code
Feu. R. CN. P. 44
Notes of Advisory Committee on Rules
statements by a witness
SEE: witness statements
statutes
of a state, territory or possession
admissible in state and federal proceedings
full faith and credit
28 U.S.C. $1738
U S . CONST.art. 4, $1
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West keynote, Evidence 328, 347
West keynote, States 5 112
C.J.S. Evidence 8667 ff
C.J.S. States $9
C.1.S. Statutes $$85. 450
Wright & Miller: Civil $$2403, 2411, 2437
Wright & Cooper: Jurisdiction $$4106, 4469,
Wright: Criminal 2d 9441
West's Federal Fonns $$3940, 3945
subpoenas
general rules
FED. R. CIV. P. 45
FED. R. CRIM.P. 17
capital cases
right to compel witness anendance
18 U.S.C. $3005
U S . CONST.Amend. VI
contempt
FEU. R. Cnut. P. 45
FED. R. C m . P. 17
SEE: contempt
production of documentary evidence
FED. R. CN. P. 45I.b)
subpoenas by adminisir&ive officers
subpoenas by commissions
particular former statutes
FEU. R. CN. P. 45
Notes of Advisorv Committee on Rules
foreign witnesses
28 U.S.C. $1783
FEU.R. CN. P. 45(e)(2)
West keynote, Fed. Civ. Procedure 1353
C.J.S. Fed. Civ. Procedure $582
Wright & Miller: Civil 882083. 2292. 2460
~ e s ' i sFed. Prac. ~ a n u $81621.5,
z
8231
West's Fed. Prac. Manual $1921 [claims court]
EED. R. C w . P. 17(e)(2)
Wright: Criminal 2d $3245, 277
West's Federal Forms $7408
foreign witness contempt
28 U.S.C. $1784
FED. R. CN. P. 45(0
West keynote, Fed. Civ. Procedure 1353
C.J.S. Fed. Civ. Procedure $582
Wrieht & Miller: Civil 62083
E E D ~ R .CRIM.P. 17(g) "
Wright: Criminal 2d $5245, 277
antitrust suits
15 U.S.C. $23
veterans insurance contracts
38 U.S.C. 6445
witness fees
SEE: witness fees
suppression of evidence
18 U.S.C. $3504
West keynotes, Criminal Law 661 ff, 674
C.J.S. Criminal Law $8640, 1028, 1039
Wright: Criminal 2d $408
auoeal bv the government
&:he court of-appeals
18 U.S.C. $3731

Wright: Criminal 2d $678
West's Federal Forms $632
testimony
confessions
SEE: confessions
congressional investigations
SEE: congressional investigations
defendant
SEE. defendant
depositions
to perpetuate testimony
or if witness refuses to testify
SEE: deoositions
eye witness testimony is admissible
18 U.S.C. 63502
West keynote, Criminal Law 339.11(4)
C.J.S. Criminal Law $616
Wright: Criminal 2d $75
husband-wife privilege
SEE: husband-wife privilege
immunity
SEE: immunity
informants
SEE: informants
interpreters
SEE: interpreters
subpoenas
SEE: subpoenas
unsworn declarations
under penalty of perjury
notaries are obsolete
SEE: unsworn declarations
witness statements
SEE: witness statements
theft
embezzlement case
refusal to pay
prima facie evidence of embezzlement
18 U.S.C. $3487
West keynote, Embezzlement 44(6)
C.J.S. Embezzlement $42
embezzlement case
account records
nrima facie evidence
18 U.S.C. $3497
28 U.S.C. 61733
West keynote, Embezzlement 44(1)
Wright: Criminal 2d $441
extortionate credit
prima facie evidence
18 U.S.C. $892
theft o r embezzlement case
interstate or foreign commerce
waybill or shipping document
prima facie evidence of
character of shipment
18 U.S.C. $659
West keynote, Criminal Law 201
Wright: Criminal 2d $126
similar interstate and foreign commerce
presumption statutes

SEE: interstate commerce
unsworn declarations
under penalty of perjury
notaries are obsolete
28 U.S.C. 51746
west's Federal Forms $643
habeas corpus
Wright, Miller & Cooper: Jurisdictions $84261 ff
victim compensation
18 U.S.C. $3525
witness fees
general
28 U.S.C. 661821, 1824-1825
28 CFR 21.1 ff
West kevnote, Witnesses 27, 29, 30
C.J.S. witnesses $&W-41,43
Wright, Miller & Kane: Civil 2d $2678
Wright & Miller: Civil $82459, 2461
Wright: Criminal 2d $272
West's Federal Forms $04612-4632
West's Fed. Prac. Manual $$1621.5,8243, 8472
paaicular statutes
FED. R. CN. P. 45(c)
Notes of Advisory Committee on Rules
West's Fed. Prac. Manual $1921 [claims courtl
West's Fed. Prac. Manual $474 [tax courtl
witness protection
18 U.S.C. $53521-3528
witness statements
orosecution witness
admissible after he testifies
18 U.S.C. $3500
18 u.S.C.A. $3500 annotations
FED. R. C m . P. 26.2
West
- kenote. Criminal Law 627.5 ff
West keynote, Witnesses 16
C.J.S. Criminal Law &P955(1)
..
. . ff
C.J.S. Witnesses $25
Wright & Graham: Evidence $55191 ff
Wright: Criminal 2d $5253, 292, 401
any witness
admissible afler he testifies
not applicable to the accused
FED.R. C m . P. 26.2
Wright: Criminal 2d $259
confessions
SEE: confessions
party's own statement discoverable
Wright & Miller: Civil $2027
exemptions
West's Fed. Prac. Manual $68
military matters
West's Fed. Prac. Manual $$1865,6303
Jencks Act
Wright: Criminal 2d $9108, 254, 417
I.R.S. return disclosure
confidentiality
26 U.S.C. $6103
~
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Ethics Notes
Propriety of Seeking to Influence a Texas Grand Jury
by Walter W. Steefe, Jr.
Most experienced criminal defense lawyers in this stateare familiar with the tactic
of writing a well-worded letter to the members of a grand jury designed to encourage
the grand jury not to indict that lawyer's
client. To the best of my knowledge the
usual procedure is for the defense lawyer
to deliver one or more copies of a letter
to the prosecutor in charge of the grand
jury with the request that the prosecutor,
in turn, present that letter to the members
of the grand jury prior to the voting on the
client's indictment. For federal cases, on
the other hand, this tactic is not normally
used apparently because of 18 USC 1504.
"Whoever attempts to influence the
action or decision of any grand or
petit jury or of any court of the
United States upon any issue or matter pending before such juror, or
before the jury of which he is a
member, or pertaining to his duties,
by writing or sending to h i any
written communication, in relation
to such issue or malter, shall be fined
not more than $1,000 or imprisoned
not more than 6 months or both."
Contrast the corresponding Texas statute,
Article 20.09 TCCP:
T h e grand jury shall inquire into all
offense libel to indictment of which
any member may have knowledge,
or of which they shaU be informed
by the attorney representing the
state, or any other creditabie person." (Emphasis supplied.)
What accounts for such a drastic difference in procedure? Why does the federal
system outlaw communicationwith a grand
jury by "outside"persons, while Texas appears to tolerate if not encourage such
communication? Oddly enough the reasons
are not perfectly clear, and little research
has been done on the issue. Some answers
may lie buried with Texas lawyers who

(1769).
Of course there were no grand juries in
1363 when embracery was outlawed by
King Edward, but after grand juries were
established in England by the Assize of
Claredon in 1611, thenotion of embracery
was quickly expanded to include grand
jurors. See Wisemon v. Commonwealth,
130 S.E. 249 (Sup.Ct. Virginia 1925). So,
what many Texas lawyers take to be acceptable practice or even good lawyering,
was a crime at common law and remains
a crime today in many states.
Federal law exemplified by 18 USC
1504, quoted above, serves as the bench
mark for most states regarding- typical
..
grand jury practice. One oi'the most quotI
ed references to the strict, hands-off policy
of the feds came as early as 1872 when
Professor WWnlr W. Steele, Jr. W . B . Judge Field instructed his grand jury as
$MU) KLM. U.T.Austin1 teaches crimi- follows:
nal I&, criminal pocedire and profes"We, therefore, instruct you that
sional respanslbility, among other subjects
your investigations are to be limited;
at Southern Mefhodist UniversitySchool of
f i s t tosuch matters as may be called
Law.
to your attention by the courts; or,
second, may be submitted to your
consideration by the district attorpracticed between 1836and 1857 when the
ney; or, third, may come to your
Texas law concerning grand juries deveknowledge in the course of your inloped. Only one matter seems clear: the
vestigations into the matters brought
Texas law which permits contact with a
before you, or from your own obgrand jury by *any other creditableperson"
servations; or, fourth, may come to
is not the norm.
your knowledge from the disclosures
The Texas position, exemplified in Arof your associates. . . .You will not
ticle 20.09 TCCP, quoted above, rejects
allow private prosecutors to intrude
the common law crime of embracery.
themselves into your presence and
Smce the crime of embracery has never
present accusations. . . .All such
been included in any Texas penal code,
communications are calculated to
Texas lawyers may not he familiar with the
prevent and obstruct the due adelements of embracery. The first mention
ministration ofjustice. . . .At its last
of embracery I could locate was in 38 Edsession congress passed a stringent
ward3, stat. 1, c 12 (1363-64), but thebest
act to prevent thecontinuance of this
definition comes from Blackstone;
pernicious practice, as well as to pre". . .[embracery is] attempt to influence a
vent any attempt to influence the adjury corruptly to one side by promises,
ministration of justice corruptly or
persuasions, entreaties, money, eutertainby the intimidation of jurors." In re
ment, and the like." 4 W. Blackstone,
charge to Grand Jury 1852,2 SawCommentary on the Laws of England 140
yer 667, Fed. Case No. 18,255.
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from the wording of Article 20.09 (see Note that this language in a 130-year-old supported by the language in Article 20.09.
quote above) which expressly allows the code is almost precisely the same as the Unfortunately, Hott v. Yarborough, 245
grand jurors to he informed by creditable language today in Article 20.09 TCCP!
S.W. 676 (Com.App. 1922), theonly case
persons other than the attorney representNow, weare forced to speculate. Why, to discuss the "any other creditable person"
ing the state. Thus we are drawn to spec- in 1856, did Texas break with common law language of Article 20.09, is vague about
ulate why the Texas statute contains tradition concerning the sacrosanct nafnre the distinction between a citizen reporting
language so precise and yet so foreign to of the grand jury? Was the break purpose- alleged crime and a defendant's lawyer arcommon law notlons?
ful? It has been reported that James Wil- guing against an indictment. The actual isPerhaps the fust mention of a grand jury lie, the principal author of the 1856 code, sue in Hott was whether or not the contents
in the Texas law is in an ordinance passed relied heavily upon the works of Edward of a letter written to the grand jury by an
by the General Council of the Provisional Livingston. See discussion. Terns Corrrt of alleged victim of a crime were privileged
Government of Texas on January 22, Criminal Appeals, 11 TLR 185, 186 from an action for libel brought by the al1836, which provided "The prosecution of (1932). But when we turn to Livingston, leged perpetrator of the crime. In decidall crimes and misdemeanors shall he rep- we fmd that his code of criminal procedure ing that the contents of the letter were
lated by the commonlaw of England. . .the does not contain language even remotely privileged, the court commented: "It is unbody of the grand jury may be composed parallel to our Article 20.09 Code of questionably the right, if not, in fact, the
of 15 jurors. . See LAWSOF TEXAS Criminal Procedure. Furthermore, Living- duty, of everyone who has knowledge of
1039-1046 (Gammel1898). Thus we know ston's COMPLETEWORKSON CRIMINAL the commission of a criminal offense. . .to
that as Texas was breaking away from JURJSPRUDENCE
(2 volumes 1873) chap- call the attention of the grand jury to the
Mexico's rule Texas had a grand jury sys- ter 3 and section2 article 150 Penal Code. facts within his knowledge. . . .The law
tem. What we do not know is whether or
Perhaps it is reasonableto speculate that does not restrict the method by which this
not at that time defense lawyers were per- . because of the great distances involved and may be done." Hott Id. at 678-79.
Within the context of the facts of Hott
mitkd to communicatewith grand jurors. the few concentrations of people in Texas
The constitution of the Republic of large enough to support the formation of v. Yarborough, the above quotation hardly
Texas was adoptedin March of 1836, and a grand jury, the practice between 1836 seems sufficient to support such a drastic
the matter of grand jury was made clearer and 1856 simply grew to he that the grand practice as tolerating attempts by a defenin that document. In the Declaration of jury was forced to rely on creditable dant's lawyer to influence a grand jury.
Rights of the Constitution of the Republic sources other than themselves and the lo&
Nevertheless, that language from Hott,
of Texas the 6th Right contains this sen- prosecutor. If so, James Willie would have plus the admittedly unique language of Artence ". . .and no freeman shall be holden been familiar with that necessitous prac- ticle 20.09 TCCP and its precursors for the
to answer for any criminal charge, but on tice when he wrote the first Texas Code last 130 years has lead to what appears to
presentment or indictment by a grand of Criminal Procedure in 1856. Such a he a well-entrenched practice. Who
jury. . ."
scenario would account for the language knows? Perhaps Texas is better off as a
A penal code of sorts was passed by the of Willie's Article 378 as well as the fact result?
Congress of the new Republic of Texas in that Willie omitted embracery from the
December 1836, but that code did not dis- Texas Penal Code which he also wrote and
cuss any aspect of criminal procedure. An submitted in 1856.
Advanced Criminal Law Course
Act Punishing Crimes and Misdemeanors
Only one small issue remains. Let us omii~rredfrom page 7
(1836) LAWS o P TEXAS 1247-1255 (Gam- refresh our recollection about the precise
Friday, August 7 (3.00 hours)
me1 1898). Twenty years later, in 1856, language of Article 20.09 TCCP; language
the first code of criminal procedure was that has been undisturbed for well over one
9:00 a.m.
adopted. I can find no sources to reveal the hundred years:
Driving
While Intoxicated (.75 hour)
nature of grand jury practice which obviJ. Gary Trichter, Houston, hfdlett, Trichter &
ously went on between 1836 when the con'The grand jury shall inquire into all
Brann
offense lihel to indictment of which
stitution was adopted, and 1856 when the
9:45 a.m.
first code of criminal procedure was
any member may have knowledge,
Hab~asCorpus and Original Writs (.75 hour)
adopted.
or of which they shall he informed
Walter
C. Prentice, Austin, Gray & Becker
The Texas Code of Criminal Proceduk
by the attorney representing the
state, or arty other creditable perof August 1856 contained Article 378
10:30 a.m. Break
which reads:
son." (Emphasis supplied).
10:50 a.m.
Serual Offenses hwlving Children (.75 hour)
"It is the duty of the grand jury to
Does that language give a defense law- David R. Bires, Houston. DavidR. Bires, P.C.
inquire into all offenses lihel to inyer the right to seek a no bill by contactdictment, and of which any of the
ing the members of the grand jury through 11:35 a.m.
members may have knowledge or of
the prosecutor, or does that languagemere- Jurv Seleciion (.75 hour)
L. Levy, 'Fart ~ o i t h Director,
,
Crimiwhich they shall be informed by the
ly give any citizen the right to report susnal Division, District Attorney's Office
district attorney, or any other
pected crime? The two concepts are quite
creditable person."
different and either one of them might be 1220 p.m. Adjourn

. ."
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In and Around Texas
by John Boston

i@

he State Bar Annual Convention in
Corpus Christi is history now, and at the
TCDLA annual meeting there, the membership elected TCDLA charter member
and long-time crimmal defense lawyer
CharlesD. Butts president for 1987-1988.
W e are looking forward to a productive
year with President Butts at the helm.

I I

Other TCDLA officers for 1987-1988 are
Ed Malletf, President-Elect; Jim Bobo,
First Vice-President; Tim Evans, Second
Vice-president; Richard Anderson,
Secretary-Treasurer; and the newest
officer, Gerry Goldstein, Assistant
Secretary-Treasurer. VOICEeditor, Kerry
FitzGerald and S~gnificant Decisions
Report editor, Cathy Brmreft will remain
in their current ofices for the coming
vear..
-,
and this writer will remain as executive
director of the Association and CDLP.
Speaking of the coming year, that raises
a question of interest to all TCDLA
officers, directors, associate directors,
members and anyoneinterestedin criminal
law CLE in Texas. On May 8, while still
in office, immediate Past President Knox
Jones received a letter from the Criminal
Justice Divison of the Governor's Office,
which raised a question as to whether

TCDLA's educational program, the Crimi- is that the hours were long and the pay was
nal Defense Lawyers Project will be fund- low. Thanks to Ruth-Ellen.
In presenting awards, this organization,
ed for fiscal year 1988. Many of you
received a copy and responded with letters like most professional associations, has
and calls to your legislators. To those of among its goals, thanks for a job well-done
you who took the time to write or call on and public recognition to those who have
behalf of CDLP, many thanks; however, contributed most. Also there is the need
to remember those who are nolonger with
we are not out of the woods yet.
As of this writing CDLP funding is in us. Especially moving were the Hall of
limbo. The ~overn&has called a special Fame &ards present&ons, which were
session to consider the state budget, and posthumously awarded to Richard Ihorflif the Governor's criminaljustice funds are ton (1918-1986) and Welby Parish
appmpriated, CDLP will likely receive (1931-1987). Welby's family attended the
partial fnnding if not 100%as requested. annual meeting to accept the award on his
If the legislatureis still in session when you behalf. Mrs. Thornton accepted Richard's
read this, please call your state represen- award and also received an award on his
tative and senator and urge that the fund- behalf by the State Bar of Texas Criminal
ing of Criminal Justice Division grants, Justice Section at the Criminal Law Instiespecially CDLP, be continued for the next tute on June 11. Richard practiced criminal defense law in Galveston, and Welby
biennium.
practiced in G i i o r e .
Board of Directors Meeting
AN members are welcome and urged to
attend quarterly TCDLA Board of Directors Meetings. The 1987-88 meeting
schedule is printed elsewhere in this issue
along with the TCDLAICDLP CLE program schedule.

Atrnual Awards
Incoming President-elect Edward
Malleft was this year's Awards Committee Chairman, and he combined the choice
of well-deserved. tasteful awards for the
recipients with fiscal restraint in theawards
procurement. Kudos. The honorees and
their awards are listed in this month's

Scrappy Holnres ondfomily of
newly inducted Hal7 of Fame rwember,
the lore Welby Pnnsl?

More Mkhf Stuff/ Right Stuff

In the April VOICE in this space we disAlthough, not specifically mentioned in cussed a story of a young woman from San
the awards list, legislative representative Diego, California, who was arrested
Ruth-Etlen Gura deserves the thanks of a without warrant by alleged INS Agents and
grateful Associaion for the overtime, hard held for about twelve hours incognito. Her
work and tireless effort she gave to interrogation was related to the arrest of
TCDLA during the regular session. A eight Palestinians by INS. During the week
good description of her work for TCDLA of May 11, we heard over National Pub-

vorce.
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tic Radio that a federal judge in California had dismissed the case against eight
Palestinians. You wonder if false arrest
charges are in order.
Gary Trichter, Mallett, Trichter and
Brann, continues to make headlines doing
a role reversal with the Louisiana State
Police-i.e.. he entraps them into an unlawful stop and records the stop and detention on videotape. April 27, 1987,
Houston Chronicle and the April issue of
the VOICE

TCDLA ANNUAL MEETING
June 13, 1987 - Corpus Christi
PRESENTATION OF AWARDS
1

2.

Cor~stihrtio~zal
Rights

Since we are short on originality and
creativity in this department, we rely on
the membership for ideas, and when none

Scrapp)' Hofmes and friend.

are forthcoming, its the newspapers and
the airwaves that supply the grist for this
mill. The latest in the abuse of individual
rights by federal agents comes from syndicated columnist Jack Anderson (Austin
American-Statesman, May 13, 1987) who
writes of former Rep. George Hanse, RIdaho (Republican!?) who was convicted
of failing to list some of his wife's financial transactions on disclosure forms, convicted in 1984, sent to prison for six
months, paroled, had the temerity to ask
for exemption from travel restrictions so
he could engage in speaking engagements,
and was arrested without warrant for
violating the terms of his parole, while his
request was still pending. Hansen was
handcuffed with leg and waist chains,
flown back to Washington, D.C., in a Lear
jet rented at taxpayers expense (he had a
paid ticket back), booked into Alexandria,
Virginia, City Jail under a fake name (the
arresting officers' idea, not Hansen's; they
didn't want an press coverage. Wonder
why?). There was no notice to Hansen's
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President Award (Plaque with walnut gavel)
Knox Jones
Medal of Honor (Plaque)
"Inhonor of representing the defense lawyers in the United States ofAmerica in
the United States Supreme Courf"
Louis Dugas, Jr. - U.S. v. Dunn - 1120187
Bi Hahem - Ray v. U.S. - 4/28/87
Joseph A. Comers IU - Ray v. U S . - 4/28/87
President's Award (Large Plaque)
K e q P. FitzGeclld

3.

Director Emeritus (Plaque)
For completing two wnsecutive terms M TCDLA Board.
Jan E. Hemphill - Director
Jam'es H. Kreimeyet - Director
Arch C. McColl III - Director

4.

Legislative Chairman vexas-shaped paperweight)
David A. Sheppard

5.

SDR Editor (Texas-shaped paperweight)
Catherine Greene Burnett

6.

Paperweight (TCDLA logo)
Service during legislative session.
Dain P. Whitworth
E.G. "Gerry" Morris

7.

Peifecr Attendance for one year (Framed certificate)
Knox Jones
Merrilee L. Harmon
Charles D. Butts
E.G. "Gerry" Morris
J.A. Vim" Boho
Dain P. Whitworth
Tim Evans
Robert J. Yzaguirre
Kerry P. FitzGerald
David A. Sheppard
Buddy M. Dicken
Clifton L. "Scrappy" Holmes

8.

Hall of Fanre (Plaques to the families of the honoree)
Richard Thormon
Welby K. Parrish

8a. Hall of Fame (Wall plaque kept at TCDLA headquarters)
Welby K. Parrish
Richard Thornton
9.

Cwfificates(Framed)
Leaislarive Commirm
D& Higgi~botham
Bill White
Julie Howell
Lea C. Noelke
Kenneth E. Houp, Jr.

SDR Associate Editors
Bill Glaspy
R.K. Weaver
Walter C. Prentice

10.

Anained Most New Members (Business card holders)
Knox Jones
Weldom Holcomb
Jeffrey Hinkley
Clifton L. "Scrappy" Holmes
Stan Brown
John C. Boston
Kent Alan Schaffer

11.

Fellow (Completed $1,500 pledge)
Tim Evans (ordered 5/22)

Charles D. Butts (ordered 5/26)

The Federal Corner
by I? R. "Buck" Files

In United States of America v. Dotson
and Owens 15th Circ. (#85-4952); May 13,
1987; -F.2d 1
, the Court of Appeals in holding that the District Court's
ex-parte amendment of a jury verdict was
proper used this language: "While we
recommend that, in the future, the Districl
Court handle novel problems with the advice and guidance of counsel, we find thaf
the District Court did not abuse its discretion in the instant case."
In Dotson and Owens, the Court of Appeals was confronted with a novel problem
as set forth in the opinion:
"After a one-week trial, a jury
returned a verdict, on its face, convicted Dotson of all ten of the counts
in the indictment. Thejury convicted
Owens of the conspiracy count and
of one count of distribution of and
possession with intent to distribute
marijuana, but acquitted him on two
counts of distribution of and possession with intent to distribute marijuana. The distr~ctcourt informally
polled the jnry and received in
response a noddmg of twelve heads.
The court then discharged the jury.
(emphasis added)
"Later that evening, the trial judge
received a telephone call from two
of the jurors. The jurors stated that,
contrary to the verdict read in court,
the jury had unanimorrsly voted to
acquit Dotson on count ten of the indictment. The judge then telephoned
the foreman of the jury, who confirmed that this was the case. Based
on the foreman's affidavit, the district court, acting ex parte, corrected
the verdict to acquit Dotson on count
ten. Post-trial motions for judgment
of acquittal and for a new trial were
denied, and this appeal followed."
(emphasis added)
On appeal, the Defendants argued that

Federal Rnle of Criminal Procedure 31(d)
gave the Court only two options: to reconvene the jnry for further deliberation; or,
to order a new trial. On appeal, the Defendants also argued that ERE Rule 606@)
precluded the District Judge from interrogating the jurors as to their votes.
In its opinion, the Court pointed out that
the 5th Circuit has recognized exceptions
to Rnle 606@) where the verdict delivered
was not that actually agreed upon [Citing
University Computing Co. v. LykesYourrgsto~vnCorp., 504 F.2d 518 (5th
Cir., 1974)l and where, through inadvertance or mistake, the verdict actually entered differed from what the jury intended
-- - -

[Citing Snritlz v. City of Seven Points, 608
F.Supp. 458 (E.D. Tex. 1985)l.
The Court, in its opinion, went on to
point out that ". . .an appropriatemeans to
remedy a clerical error in a verdict discovered by juror affidavits is to simply
amend the verdict of the jury. . ." [Citing
Yonng v. United States, 163F.2d 187 (10th
Cir. 1947) Cert. denied, -U.S. 68 S.Ct. 83 -L.Ed. -19471.
The key to understanding this opinion is
that the defendants beneJted from the actions of the District Judge. Had the defendants been able to show any harm, the
results would surely have been different.
---

LAVI'YDR'S ASSISTANCE
COMMITTEE
Attorneys now have a ready source of
information and assistance-through the
Lawyers' Assistance Committee. When
vou need helo. olease contact any of the
following members:
.
.
A

DISTRICT 1:
Clifford Brown
1601 Broadway
Lubhock, TX 79401
(806) 763-9493
DISTRICT 2:

Jim Bo6o
409 N. Texas
Odessa, TX 79761
(915) 332-0676
DISTRICT 3:
Tim Evans
115 W. 2nd St., Suite 202
Fort Worth. TX 76102

Prank Jackson
2902 Maple Avenue
Dallas, TX 75201
(214) 871-1122

-

rn

--

DISTRICT 4:
Scrappy Holmes
P.O. Drawer 3267
~
~
TX
~ 75606
~
~
(214) 758-2200

i

~

DISTRICT 5:
F
-A- Mallett
..
. ...
55 Waueh. Suite 900
~ o u s t o <TX 77007
(713) 526-1778
Douglas Tinker
622 S. Tancahua
Corpus Christi, TX 78403
(512) 882-4378
DISTRICT 6:
Robert Yzaguirre
821 Nolana
McAllen, TX 78501
(512) 682-4308
DISTRICT 7:
Gerald Goldstein (Chairman)
2900 Tower Life Bldg.
San Antonio, TX 78205
(512) 226-1463
DISTRICT 8:
Charles McDonald
P.O. Box 1672
Waco, TX 76703
(817) 754-7317
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A View From The Bench
Who Judges The Judges
by Judge Larry Gist
Certainly every now and then every lawyer m s up against some judicial action
they feel is reprehensable. Or perhaps a
client has some experience with a judge
that causes them to condemn the system.
And in the words of the old American Express commercial, "what can they do? what
can they do?"
In 1965, the people of Texas approved
a constitutional amendment that created the
State Commission on Judicial Conduct.
That amendment is now in Article 5, section La. The Legislaturethen enacted enabling statutes which now appear as Article
5966a, V.A.T.S.
By law, the Commission is composed of
several types of people. Two attorneys are
appointedby the S& Bar of
The
Supreme Court appoints one appellate
judge, one districtjudge, one county courtat-law judge, one justice of the peace and
one municipal judge. Finally, the Governor can appoint four citizens to the Commission.
All of the members serve staggered 6
year terms, and all must have the advice
and consent of the Texas Senate. And just
like the State Bar's grievance committees,
everything the Commission touches initially has the blanket of confidentiality. The
Commission claims that confidentiality is
essential if "its work is to remain objective and nonpolitical."
If someone has a complaint against a
judge at any level, the initial procedure is
for that complaint to be made to the Commission. Some they dismiss without further consideration because they are
considered baseless. The rest are taken under investigation. The judge is then notified of the complaint and given an
opportunity to reply or to even appear before the Commission. During what the
Commission calls its "investigative" stage,
no testimony can be offered by either the
complainant or the accused judge. Everything that goes to the Commission is by
way of statement or affidavit. Although the
judge can appear before the Commission
and make a statement or answer questions,
he cannot present other witnesses on his
behalf.
It's at this point that things get interest-

exa as-.

ing. Once the investigation is completed,
the Commission can do one of several
things-dismiss the complaint; order aprivate admonition, warning or reprimand;
order additional training; or order a public admonition, warning or reprimand.
Only the data contained in a public action
is officially available to the public. Everything else, good and bad, is still considered
confidential and nobody can see it-not the
complainant, not the judge, not the public.
Of course the Commission can also order that formal proceedings be instituted.
When that occurs, then everything tbereafter becomes public and the hearing is
open to everyone. Testimony and cross examination can take place and when the
hearing has ended, the Commission can
take any of the actions mentioned previously or it could recommend to the
Supreme Court that the judge be removed
from office.
A removal recommendation can be appealed to the Supreme Court by the judge
on the substantial evidence standard;
however, no other sanction is appealable.
The Supreme Court has passed, and
from time to time makes amendments, to
the Code of Judicial Conduct. The Code
contains 7 canons:
Canon 1: A judge should uphold the integrity and independenceof the judiciary.
Canon 2: A judge should avoid im-
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propriety and the appearance of impropriety in all his activities. The Canon further
requires that a judge should respect and
comply with the law and conduct himself
at all times in a manner to promote public
confidence in the integrity and impartiality
of the judiciary. The judge must not allow
his family or social relationships to affect
his judicial conduct nor lend the prestige
of his office to the private interests of
others. He should not convey nor permit
others to convey the impression they are
in a special position to influence him, and
he should not testify voluntarily as a
character witness.
G n o n 3: A judge should perform the
duties of his office impartially and diigently. A judge should be faithful to the law
and maintain competence in it. He should
maintain order and decorum and should be
patient, dignified and courteous. He further should require the same attitude from
members of his staff. A judge should afford everyone the right to be heard and dispose of court business promptly. A judge
must refrain from any public comment
about a pending or impending proceeding
in any court. And finally, he should prohibit any broadcasting, televising, recording or taking photographs in the courtroom
and adjacent areas during sessions of court
or during recess between sessions. A judge
is required to initiate appropriate disiplinary measures against a lawyer for unprofessional conduct, and should make
appointments only on the basis of merit.
He should not authorize compensation for
appointments beyond the fair value of the
services rendered.
Canon 4: A judge may engage in activities to improve the law, the legal system,
and the administration of justice. Subject
to his official duties, a judge may speak,
write or teach provided it deals with the
law or legal system. He may also make
legislative appearances but again only on
legal issues. Finally, he may serve as an
officer of an organization devoted to improving thelaw, but he may not personally participate in fund raising events.
Gznon 5: A judge should regulate his extra judicial activities to minimize the risk
of conflict with his judicial duties. A judge

can write and speak on non legal subjects
or participate in thearts or sports-so long
as it does not detract from the dignity of
the office or interferewith the performance
of judicial duties. He can participate in
charitable activities, but shaU not solicit
funds or allow the prestige of his office to
he used for that purpose. He must refrain
from all private business activities that
might interfere withhis judicial duties, exploit his judicial position, or involve him
with people be may deal with in court. He
may hold andmanage investments hut cannot be an officer or director of any business having 10 or more owners. Neither
the judge nor member of his family should
accept any gifts or favors other than usual
social hospitality. He cannot serve in any
fiduciary capacity, act as a mediator or arbitrator, nor practice law. He finally cannot accept appointmentto any government
commission concerned with issues or
policy not directly related to improvement

of the legal system.
Cnnon 6: A judge should regularly file
reports of compensation received for quasi judicial and extra judicial activities.
Canon 7: A judge should refrain from
political activity inappropriate to his judicia1 office. A judge should do nothing to
amuse a belief he is using the power and
prestige of his office to promote his own
candidacy. He should not make any
promises otherthanthefaithful andimpartial performance of the duties of office.
According to the Commission, during
1985, nine judges were removed from
office, 50 received some type of private
sanction, and nine were publicly
reprimanded.
By its very nature, the actions of the
Commission are constantly the subject of
criticism. Pwple making complaints often
feel the Commission is just a place to protect unfit judges; and of course, many
judges believe the Commission is out to get

them for a variety of political or personal
motives.
But Justice James Wallace of our
Supreme Court has noted that our Code
substantially follows the Model Code of
the American Bar Association which has
been adopted by all of the States.
The Code is necessarily restrictive but
some argue too much so. It tends to requite
judges to remain virtually detached from
the rest of soc~ety,and to be subject to
removal or embarrassmentbased on nonobjective evaluations. But of course that's
the risk all of us take to enjoy having lawyers always laugh at our jokes.
It's tempting to editorialize, but this really isnt' the proper time or place. Suffice
it to say that a close reading of the Code
clearly shows we in the judiciary are under constant observation. Do for us what
you ask us to do for you-watch us carefnlly but judge us wisely. Don't let judging the judges become a team sport. H

proached by a system such as ours that al- declarations of the rights of man. It conlows some to go free who probably deserve sists in the translation of those declarations
conlinuedjknt page 5
some form ofpunishment. And we believe into definite actions.'It is to this end that
zeal of persons who would justify the me- that this system of ours is far superior to the criminal lawyer is dedicated."
ans by the end.' (Goodman v. Goodman, the more 'efficient' systems of governments
I am sure there are a few who would
236 SW2d 641, 645.)
such as Russia or Iran where due process consider consulting outside authorities
'While it may be true that The love of of law and individual liberties are unheard when embarking upon such a PR movejustice in most men is only the fear of of.
mene. It is quite obvious from the above
suffering injustice' (La Rochefoucauld:
"So, in answer to the question-how can that we need only to look within our own
MAXIMS), those of us who are pmud to you represent such a person?-my answer membership to embark upon the task of
call ourselves criminal lawyers are dedi- is simply this: I can do it because of my improving and strengthening our own apcated to the preservation and enforcement belief and faith in the Bill of Ri~hts,Due pearance and image throughout the state.
of our basicconslitutional principles-the
Prorws of IAIW
wd all the othc;underlyw e wholeheartediy support this as one of
supreme law of this land. We helievc that ing principles of justice and fairnas upon the highest priorities set hy Charles Butts.
the basic oumosc of that law 3s it aoolia which this countrv was foundcd. Without If we continue to cmohasizc some of the
to our cr&l
justice system is to
question eternal Ggilance certainly is the organizationand ima&uition used by Stan
the unjust or unfair conviction of an per- price of liberty, for as Woodrow Wilson Brown, our own efforts should influence
son. w e believe that goal can only biapW
&%said, ' ~ i b & ydoes not consist inmere public opinion and awareness.

Editor's Column
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conrirrued fro" page 36

lawyer, nor his wife, of his whereabouts.
The abuse goes on, according to Anderson, and fmlly thirty some-odd of Hansen's congressional friends complained so
a Justwe Department official interviewed
hi.He was led away in chains as marshaUs tried to avoid the press. Anderson
asks a pertinent question, which aU of us
might ponder: "If a public figure who commands the attention of the press can be bul-

lied by the authorities, what happens to the
ordinary individual who enters the system
without cachet?" Good question, indeed.

Staff and OBce
Assistant to the executive director Nance
Nelk is no longer employed at TCDLA,
and the home office is looking for a secretary with some bookkeeping experience.
Telephone (512) 478-2514. Lillian Sumntarell is now AdministrativeAssistant for
TCDLA and CDLP.

Membership
The TCDLA needs members. It may be
a cliche, but "Every member get a Member" is still a good motto.
Go out and sign up an old member who
has strayed from the fold and find a new,
or not so new, criminal defense layer who
has not yet learned of the benefits of being a part of TCDLA and convince him or
her to become one of us. It'll do aU of us
a lot of good. Remember membership.
Talk to you in September.
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(To appear in Membership Directory)
MAILING ADDRESS
CITY

S T A T E ZIP

BUSINESS TELEPHONE (-)
TELECOMhlUNICATIONS ACCESSIBILITY
Y E S N O -

I

I

!

NAME
(As recorded on State Bar Card)
TITLE FOR SALUTATION:
(hlr.)(hIrs.)(hls.)

I
I

Year

PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS: (Current)

:
I

!
iI

County
National
AREAS OF SPECIAL INTEREST IN CRlhllNAL
LAW (Certification not ~equired)

1

I
I
I
I
I

CERTIFIED CRIMINAL SPECIALIST:
YES
NO -

-

RESIDENCE TELEPHONE (-1

(Signature of Applicant)
ENDORSEhIENT
I, a membcr of TCDLA, believe this applicant to b e a
person of professional competency, intcgrily, and
good moral character. The applicant is actively engaged in the defense of criminal cases.
Date
(Signature of Member)
(Print or Type Member's Name)
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Have you ever becn disbarred or disciplined by any
bar association, or are you the subject of disciplinary
action now ponding?
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BAR DATE: hlonth
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BAR CARD NUhlBER
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To provide an appropriate state organization representing those
lawyers who are actively engaged in the defense of criminal cases.
To protect and insure by rule of law those individual rightsguaranteed by the Texas and Federal Constitutions in criminal cases.
To resist proposed legislation or rules which would curtail such rights
and to promote sound alternatives.
To promote educational activities to ,improve the skills and knowledge of lawyers engaged in the defense of criminal cases.
To impmve the judicial system and to urge the selectionand appointment to the bench of well-qualified and experienced lawyers.
To improve the correctional system and to seek more effective
rehabilitation opportunities for those convicted of crimes.
To promote constant improvement in the administration of criminal
justice.
ADVAh'TAGES FOR TCDLA MEMBERS

T E L E C O h l h l U N I C A T l O N S P R O T O C O L ~ N / A ~ II

State

:

. . .in this state already belong to the Texas Criminal Defense
Lawyers Association. We believe we have now the best Criminal Defense Bar in the United States. We maintain that level
of excellence by continuously seeking out new minds, new
energies. Therefore we want YOU. . .if your legal and personal
philosophies are compatible with our purposesandobjectives:
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Some of the best legal minds
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TEXAS CRIMINAL DEFENSE LAWYERS
ASSOCIATION
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
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Mail lo:
Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association
600 West 13th Street
Austin, Texas 78701
(51 2) 478-2514

:
I
I

0

The monthly Voice for the Defense magazine.
The "Significant Decisions Report" of important cases decided by the Texas Court of
Criminsl Appeals and the Federal Courts.
TCDLA Membership Directory-referrals to and from Criminal Defense Lawyers in
over 100 Texas cities.
Outstanding educational programs-featuring recognized experts on practical aspects
of defense cases. TCDLA andthe State Bar annually present many seminars and courses
in all parts of the state.
BriefBank service.
Availability of Lawyers Assistance Committee, a ready source of information and assistance to members, and the Amicus Curiae Committee.
The Anomey General's Crime Prevention Newsletter. Summaries of latest Texas Court
of Criminal Appeals cases available to private practitioners only thmugh TCDLA's
group subscription, included in dues.
Organizational voice through which criminal defense lawyers can formulate and express heir position on legislation, court refom, important defense cases Uuough Amicus
Curiae activity.
Discounts and freeofferings for publications of interest to criminal defense lawyers.
Research Service available at a reasonablehourly rate; messenger sewicein the Capitol
area.
~
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ELIGIBILITY AND DUES
Ellactive: April 19, 1986
Volunlaty Sustaining Dues PIS). ............... $3W.00
Sustaining Dues (SUS). ...................... 2W.00
Dues for members in the firm of
50.00
a sustaining member (SMF) .................
Members admilled lo practice: (MEM)
50.00
2 years or less.. ........................
2-5 years ............................... 100.00
5 or more years ......................... 150.00
Affiliate: Persons in careers which wntribule lo defense of
criminal cases, e.!., law professors, are eligible for alfiliale membership upon approval of the application and
receipt of the annual dues.
Affiliate Dues (AFF) ......................
50.00
Siudents: Those regularly enrolled in a law school in
Texas are eligible far student membership.
Student Dues (SDM). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20.M)
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